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Rein optische Erzeugung eines Rubidium Bose-Einstein
Kondensates für Experimente mit wechselwirkenden
Rydbergatomen
Die vorliegende Arbeit beschreibt die Entwicklung, die Realisierung und die Eigenschaften einer Dipolfalle für ein Experiment mit wechselwirkenden Rydbergatomen
sowie die rein optische Erzeugung eines Bose-Einstein Kondensates in dieser Falle.
Die Falle erzeugt ein konservatives Potential, in dem die Atome während der Verdampfungsphase am Ende des Kühlzyklus gefangen gehalten werden. Wir haben
eine Fallengeometrie entwickelt, die ein großes, flaches Reservoir, in welches eine
große Anzahl an Atomen geladen werden kann, mit einer kompakten ’Dimple’-Falle
vereinigt, die den nötigen räumliche Einschluss für ein permanentes Thermalisieren
gewährleistet. Es können bis zu 5 Millionen Atome von einer MOT in die Dipolfalle transferiert werden. Die Geometrie der Falle hilft, die elastische Kollisionsrate
während des Evaporationsprozesses hoch zu halten. Insbesondere sinkt sie weniger,
als es für eine Falle aus einem einzelnen Strahl erwartet werden würde. Dies ermöglicht schnelle Experimentierzyklen. Nach einer Reduktion der Fallentiefe für 5
Sekunden passiert das Gas den Phasenübergang zu einem Bose-Einstein Kondensat.
Wir konnten die charakteristische bimodale Impulsverteilung einer teilweise kondensierten Wolke sowie die typische anisotrope Expansion des kondensierten Anteils
beobachten. Reine Kondensate mit mehr als 20 000 Atomen konnten in einer Gesamtzeit des experimentellen Zyklus von 8 s erzeugt werden.

All-optical formation of a Rubidium Bose-Einstein
condensate for experiments on interacting Rydberg atoms
This thesis reports on the development, realization and performance of an optical
dipole trap for an experiment on interacting Rydberg atoms and on the all-optical
formation of a Bose-Einstein condensate in this trap. The optical dipole trap provides a conservative potential, in which the atoms are trapped during the final evaporation phase of the cooling cycle. We developed a trap geometry which combines a
large and shallow reservoir trap for efficient atom transfer from a MOT with a tight
dimple trap providing the necessary high confinement for permanent thermalization.
Up to 5 million atoms can be loaded into the optical dipole trap The geometry of
the trap helps to maintain the elastic collision rate high throughout the evaporation
process. In particular, it decreases less than what would be expected for a single
beam trap which allows fast cycle times. After a reduction of the trap depth for
5 s, the atomic cloud undergoes the transition to a Bose-Einstein condensate. We
observed the characteristic bimodal momentum distribution of a partially condensed
cloud and the anisotropic expansion of the condensate. Pure condensates of more
than 20,000 atoms can be produced within a total experimental cycle time of 8 s.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since the development of laser cooling in the 1980s, research on ultracold atomic
gases and quantum gases has become an impressively fast-growing field. The massive
reduction of thermal motion makes it possible to perform high precision experiments
and to directly observe and investigate quantum mechanical effects which are invisible at room temperatures. In addition, advanced techniques for cooling, trapping
and manipulation of internal degrees of freedom allow a large level of control over
the properties of these systems. This combination makes ultracold atomic gases an
ideal systems for the investigation of quantum phenomena, such as Bose-Einstein
condensation (BEC) [Anderson et al., 1995, Davis et al., 1995]. Furthermore, it offers the possibility to engineer quantum systems in order to study e.g. fundamental
problems in other fields in a precisely controlled environment [Bloch et al., 2008,
Bloch, 2005, Lewenstein et al., 2007] or to use the properties of these systems for
quantum information science [Saffman et al., 2010, Jaksch et al., 2000, Brennen
et al., 1999].
Many of the early works in this field addressed dilute quantum gases, in which the
interactions between the particles are relatively weak. In this context e.g interference
effects between different BECs [Andrews et al., 1997] or rotating quantum gases
[Fetter, 2009] were studied. Inspired by these results, a recent interest has been
in the direction of strongly-interacting quantum systems. A suitable system for
the study of strongly-interacting many-body quantum physics is provided by the
combination of dense ultracold atomic gases with the extraordinary properties of
Rydberg interactions.
A Rydberg atom is an atom with one electron excited to a high-lying electronic
state. This weakly-bound electron gives the Rydberg atom its exaggerated properties
as many parameters of interest show a strong dependence on the principle quantum
number n. Notably, the electric polarizability scales with n7 , the lifetime scales with
1
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n3 and the van der Waals interaction strength scales with n11 . In addition, the
sign of the interactions can be controlled by exciting different electronic states. An
application of electric fields allows to manipulate the character of the interaction
among Rydberg atoms. In an ultracold Rydberg gas, the thermal motion of the
atoms becomes negligible and the Rydberg interactions dominate the physics of the
system. The typical parameters of a cold and dense gas of Rydberg atoms are shown
in figure 1.1.
ground state atom
thermal velocity
~ 0.01 µm/µs
interaction strength
~ 10 MHz

blockade radius
~ 2 µm

Rydberg atom

interatomic spacing
~200 nm

Figure 1.1: Interacting Rydberg in a cold dense gas.

In cold and dense gases the formation of exotic bound states of Rydberg atoms
and ground state atoms becomes possible [Greene et al., 2000, Bendkowsky et al.,
2009]. A further main effects of interactions in an ultracold Rydberg gas is the
so-called excitation blockade. Out of a dense cloud of cold atoms, only one can
be excited to a Rydberg state within a certain blockade radius. When this atom
is coupled to a Rydberg state by a laser, the excited states of close-by atoms are
shifted due to the strong Rydberg-Rydberg interactions. Thus, within a range in
which the level shift is larger than the line width of the laser, the atoms can not be
coupled to this Rydberg state by the same excitation laser. The size of this blockade
radius is usually about several micrometers, as indicated in figure 1.1. The blockade
effect was first proposed by Jaksch et al., 2000 and Lukin et al., 2001 and for the
first time experimentally observed by our group [Singer et al., 2004], simultaneously
with Tong et al., 2004 and Liebisch et al., 2005.
As it is impossible to tell which atom in the blockade volume has been excited,
the system has to be described as an ensemble of atoms which share one excitation as
a coherent superposition. Soon the question emerged whether the Rydberg blockade
could be extended to multiple Rydberg excitations. Several proposals predict the
emergence of strong quantum spatial correlations and the formation of a crystalline

3

state [Pohl et al., 2010, Weimer et al., 2008, Löw et al., 2009].
These experiments demand atom clouds of very high densities and very low
temperatures. For this we built a new apparatus in which it is possible to cool
atomic clouds down to quantum degeneracy. A typical temperature of such a cloud
is <1 µK and a typical common interatomic distance is of the order of 200 nm, which
is much smaller than the characteristic range of interactions between Rydberg atoms.
This diploma thesis reports on the development, realization and performance
of a dipole trap for the new Rydberg experiment. The trap provides a harmonic
potential in which the atoms are trapped and cooled by evaporation. It is based
on the mechanism that the oscillating electric field of a laser induces an electric
dipole moment in the atoms, which interacts with this electric field. The resulting
interaction potential is proportional to the intensity of the light, which can be used
to trap atoms. The main feature of the new dipole trap is its special geometry.
Atoms from a 3D MOT are loaded into a shallow, large reservoir trap and then
transferred into a tight dimple trap, where they are cooled by evaporation.
During the time of this thesis, the build-up of the experiment made huge progress.
Parallel to the planning and construction of the dipole trap, the vacuum system, the
3D MOT and the 2D MOT were assembled and put into operation. This enabled
us to directly implement the dipole trap into the experiment and to create our first
Rubidium Bose-Einstein condensates.
Chapter 2 gives a short overview of the features of ultracold atomic gases relevant
for the thesis. First, the behavior of thermal clouds above the transition point
and in harmonic trapping potentials is discussed. Then the phenomenon of BoseEinstein condensation is introduced. This section deals with the mechanism behind
the phase transition and the structure of a condensate in a harmonic trap and after
free expansion. Finally, the two cases are compared to point out the signatures by
which a condensate can be differentiated from the thermal gas in the experiment.
The process used to cool a gas of 87 Rubidium atoms to Bose-Einstein condensation is described in Chapter 3. In this context, the basic principles of laser cooling and evaporative cooling are introduced as well as the trapping mechanisms of
magneto-optical traps and optical dipole traps.
Chapter 4 gives a detailed picture of the new dipole trap. The special geometry
of the trap and the technical realization of the trapping potential are presented.
Especially the preparation of the high-power light source, the power control and the
shaping of the trapping beams are discussed.
The last chapter deals with the successful realization of a BEC by all-optical
means. The complete cooling apparatus is presented together with an introduction
into absorption imaging, which is the major diagnostic tool for the analysis the
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cooling process. Subsequently, the loading of the dipole trap and the evaporation
process are investigated in detail and finally the signatures of the BEC transition
are presented.

Chapter 2
Ultracold gases in harmonic traps
The following chapter introduces the main features of ultracold atomic gases which
are relevant for this thesis. At the beginning, the density distribution of thermal
clouds in harmonic potentials and after expansion are investigated. The second part
gives an overview of the physics of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC). Expressions
for the transition temperature and the condensed fraction are given and the shape
of the condensed state in a harmonic trap and after free expansion is presented.
Finally, differences between a thermal gas and a BEC will be pointed out, which
provide experimental signatures for the BEC transition.

2.1

Thermal atomic clouds in harmonic traps

In this thesis, atomic gases above the transition temperature will be described as
classical, ideal gases without interactions. The phase space distribution of such
gases is given by the Boltzmann distribution function f (~p, ~r). The distribution
function allows to calculate important properties of the atomic cloud, e.g. the density
distribution and its evolution under free expansion for a certain temperature. The
knowledge of the latter allows to deduce the temperature of the cloud from images
of the density distribution taken after different times of free expansion. For an ideal
classical gas in a trapping potential V (~r), the phase-space density is given by

f (~r, p~) = C exp[−(~p 2 /2m + V (~r))/kB T )] ,
5

(2.1)
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where C is the normalization constant, which sets the total number of particles. For
a three-dimensional harmonic potential this leads to
!
3
X
f (~r, p~) = C exp −(~p 2 /2m +
mωi2 ri2 /2)/kB T
i=1

= C exp −1/2(~p 2 /p20 +

3
X

ri2 /σi2 )

i=1

!

.

(2.2)

p
√
Here σi = kB T /mωi2 and p0 = mkB T are the 1/e radii of the distribution.
Integrating equation 2.2 over the momentum space results in a Gaussian distribution for the density of the atom cloud



r22
r32
1 r12
+
+
,
(2.3)
n(~r) = n0 exp −
2 σ12 σ22 σ32
where

n0 = N ω1 ω2 ω3



m
2πkB T

3/2

(2.4)

is the peak spatial density.
The momentum distribution of a thermal cloud can be deduced from the phase
space density given in equation 2.1 by integrating over all spatial coordinates. The
resulting distribution is isotropic.


p~ 2
′
f (~p) = C exp −
(2.5)
2mkT

When the trapping potential is turned off, the cloud will expand with the same speed
into all spatial directions. The density distribution in dimension i (i = 1, 2, 3) at
time t can be calculated by a convolution of the initial cloud distribution with the
velocity distribution [You and Holland, 1996]. For an initial Gaussian distribution
the shape stays Gaussian


ri2
′′
,
(2.6)
ni (ri , t) = C (t) exp −
2σi (t)2
where

kT 2
t
(2.7)
m
is the time-dependent width of the Gaussian distribution and C”(t) is the time
dependent normalization constant. Equation 2.7 shows that as soon as the initial
extension in the trap becomes negligible compared to the final extension of the
cloud, the shape of the sample will be isotropic even if the initial distribution was
anisotropic. By fitting the time evolution of the cloud width to this equation, the
temperature of the cloud can be determined. As no knowledge about the trap
parameters is needed, this is a powerful method.
σi (t)2 = σi2 +
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2.2
2.2.1

Bose-Einstein condensation
The Bose-Einstein transition

The statistical behavior of an ideal, non-interacting Bose gas has to be described
by Bose statistics, where the mean occupation number of a single-particle state ν is
given by [Schwabel, 2000]
1
n(ǫν ) = ǫν −µ
.
(2.8)
e kB T − 1
Here ǫν is the energy of the single-particle energy eigenstate ν, µ is the chemical
potential, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature of the gas. As the
mean occupation is a positive number, equation 2.8 limits the chemical potential µ
to values smaller than the lowest eigenvalue ǫ0 of the single-particle Hamiltonian.
When µ approaches ǫ0 , the mean occupation number of the lowest energy eigenstate diverges. At this point, the system undergoes a transition to a state with a
macroscopic occupation of the lowest energy state, the Bose-Einstein condensate. To
describe the mechanism at the phase transition, the number of atoms in the ground
state N0 has to be distinguished from the number of atoms in excited states Nex .
The total number of atoms N can then be written as [L.Pitaevskii and Stringari,
2003]
X
N = N0 + Nex = N0 +
n(ǫν , µ, T ) .
(2.9)
ν6=0

Let us now investigate the two summands at constant T. It can be observed that the
number of atoms in excited states Nex rises continuously with increasing chemical
potential µ. When µ gets close to ǫ0 it reaches a maximum value NC (T ), whereas
N0 diverges. In the case, where NC (T ) is larger than N, µ will be smaller than ǫ0 .
For falling temperatures T the maximal number NC (T ) decreases, so that a critical
temperature TC is defined by
N = Nex (TC , µ = ǫ0 ) .

(2.10)

For temperatures smaller than TC the maximal number in the excited states NC (T )
will be smaller than N and a macroscopic occupation of the lowest energy state N0
is then necessary. This phenomenon is called Bose-Einstein condensation and the
critical temperature TC marks the transition to the condensed phase.
To calculate the transition temperature TC , the transition condition 2.10 can be
written as
Z∞
(2.11)
N = dǫ g(ǫ)n(ǫ)
0

8
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Here it is assumed that the particles are in a trap with a spacing between energy
levels ∆ǫ, which is negligible compared to the thermal energy (∆ǫ ≪ kB T ). In
this case, the energy spectrum can be treated as a continuum and the sum over all
excited energy levels can be replaced by an integral over the density of states g(ǫ).
In most BEC experiments, the atoms are trapped in potentials which can be well
approximated by a three dimensional harmonic trap with oscillation frequencies ω1 ,
ω2 and ω3 .
1
V (x, y, z) = m(ω12 x2 + ω22 x2 + ω32 x2 )
2
The density of states of this potential is

(2.12)

ǫ2
.
(2.13)
2~2 ω1 ω2 ω3
Inserting equation 2.13 into equation 2.11 and solving for TC gives [Pethick and
Smith, 2002]
~ω
(2.14)
TC ≈ 0.94 N 1/3 ,
k
where
1
(2.15)
ω = (ω1 ω2 ω3 ) 3
g(ǫ) =

is the geometric mean of the three trapping frequencies.
Evaluating the integral in equation 2.11 for temperatures below the transition
temperature allows to calculate the number of atoms in the lowest energy state
N0 (T ) = N − Nex (T ) to
"

N0 (T ) = N 1 −



T
TC

3 #

.

(2.16)

When an atomic cloud gets close to the transition temperature, the phase-space
density ρ
ρ = nλ3dB
(2.17)
approaches unity. Here
λdB =

s

2π~2
mkB T

(2.18)

is the de Broglie wavelength of the particles. This can be interpreted in the following
way. As the phase-space density ρ approaches 1, the extension of the wavefunction
of each atom becomes comparable to the interparticle spacing. In this region, the
description of the gas by classical Boltzmann statistics becomes insufficient and the
quantum character will dominate the behavior of the gas. In the bosonic case, this
leads to the formation of a Bose-Einstein condensate.

9
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2.2.2

The condensed state

To correctly describe the properties of a condensed gas, interactions have to be
taken into account [L.Pitaevskii and Stringari, 2003]. The many-body Hamiltonian
cannot be separated into the single-particle Hamiltonians as for a non-interacting
gas. However, the problem simplifies under certain conditions. If the range of
the interaction potential is much smaller than the interparticle spacing, only twobody interactions will have to be taken into account. Three-body and higher-order
interactions can be neglected. Furthermore, to describe the macroscopic properties
of a dilute gas, where the interparticle spacing is always large compared to the range
of the potential, it is sufficient to describe the relative motion of the particles by an
asymptotic expression, which is determined by the scattering amplitude. For low
temperatures, only s-wave scattering has to be taken into account and the scattering
amplitude solely depends on the s-wave scattering cross section a. In this case, all
effects of the interaction on the gas are described by this single parameter and the
particular shape of the interaction potential is not important as long as it provides
the correct value for a [L.Pitaevskii and Stringari, 2003]. Thus, an effective potential
can be written as the potential of a contact interaction
U (~r − r~′ ) = gδ(~r − r~′ ) ,

(2.19)

where ~r and r~′ are the positions of the interacting atoms, δ is the Dirac-delta function
and
4π~2 a
g=
(2.20)
m
is the interaction coupling constant, which contains the scattering length a.
Additionally, at T ≈ 0 the boson field operator Ψ̂(~r, t) can be approximated to
the lowest order with a classical field Ψ0 (~r, t). The latter is also called the wavefunction of the condensate. For a large, dilute cloud close to T = 0, this approximation
is adequate for a description of the macroscopic properties of the system.
With the approximations given above, the Heisenberg equation, which describes
the time evolution of the field operator Ψ̂(~r, t), simplifies and results in the timedependent Gross-Pitaevskii equation for the condensate wavefunction Ψ0 (~r, t)
[L.Pitaevskii and Stringari, 2003, Pethick and Smith, 2002]
∂
i~ Ψ0 (~r, t) =
∂t



~2 2
2
−
∇ + V (~r) + g |Ψ0 (~r, t)| Ψ0 (~r, t) .
2m

(2.21)

Here g |Ψ0 (~r, t)|2 describes the effect of interactions between the particles, whereas
V (~r) is an additional external potential. Inserting Ψ0 (~r, t) = Ψ0 (~r) exp(−itµ/h),

10
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where µ is the chemical potential, leads to the time-independent Gross-Piteavskii
equation
 2

−~ 2
2
µΨ0 (~r) =
(2.22)
∇ + V (~r) + g |Ψ0 (~r)| Ψ0 (~r) .
2m
For sufficiently cold and dense clouds, the kinetic term in the Gross-Piteaevskii
equation can be neglected compared to the potential and the interaction term. This
is called the Thomas Fermi approximation. Equation 2.22 then reduces to
[V (~r) + g |Ψ0 (~r)|2 ]Ψ0 (~r) = µΨ0 (~r) ,

(2.23)

which has the solution
2

|Ψ0 (~r)| = n(~r) =

(

1
(µ
g

− V (~r)) if this is positive
0
otherwise.

(2.24)

Thus, for a harmonic potential the density distribution is that of a reversed parabola
with extensions Ri of
2µ
Ri2 =
(2.25)
mωi2
in the three spatial dimensions. The value of the chemical potential µ is determined
by the normalization condition for Ψ0 (~r) and in a harmonic trap can be calculated
to [Pethick and Smith, 2002]

2/5
152/5 N a
~ω ,
µ=
(2.26)
2
σ
where ω is given by equation 2.15 and σ = (~/mω)1/2 is the geometric mean of the
trap widths.

2.2.3

The expanding BEC

In the experiment, the structure of the condensate is often investigated several milliseconds after the trap has been turned off. During this time of flight (TOF),
the cloud will fall under gravity and expand, which provides important information
on the velocity distribution. This can be modeled by assuming a potential with
time-dependent trapping frequencies. The system is then described by the GrossPitaevskii equation 2.21 with a time-dependent potential V (~r, t).
A solution can be found [Kagan et al., 1997, Castin and Dum, 1996] which keeps
the original shape of the condensate constant as it happens for a classical gas, and at
the same time allows the extensions in all three dimensions to change with different
scaling parameters bj (j = x, y, z), so that the density profile evolves as


~r
1
nBEC
,0 .
(2.27)
nBEC (~r, t) =
bx (t)by (t)bz (t)
bx (t)by (t)bz (t)

11
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In case of a cylindrically symmetric harmonic trap with ωx = ωy = ωr and ωz /ωr ≪
1, which is switched off at t = 0 s, the scaling factors are given by [Kagan et al.,
1997, Castin and Dum, 1996]
br (t) =
and
bz (t) = 1 +



ωz
ωr

p

1 + (ωr t)2

2 

1
2
ωr t arctan(ωr t) − ln[1 + (ωr t) ]
2

(2.28)

(2.29)

Equations 2.28 and 2.29 show that for large t, when the interactions are not dominating the behavior of the cloud anymore, the condensate expands linearly in time.
Furthermore, a comparison of the two equations shows that the expansion of the
gas into the weakly-confined dimension z is slower by a factor (ωz /ωr )2 than the expansion into the more strongly confined direction r. The aspect ratio of the density
distribution of the cloud will therefore invert after a certain time of flight.

2.3

Experimentally observable signatures of the
BEC transition

A comparison between the width of a thermal gas in a harmonic trap σi2 = kB T /mωi2
and the extent of a Bose-condensed gas, which is given by Ri2 = 2µ/mωi2 , shows
that the density distribution of a thermal gas is broader than the extension of a
condensate for µ ≪ T . Even below the transition point, the thermal energy kB T
is much higher than the chemical potential µ, which is of the order of the energy
splitting between two single-particle levels of the trap ~ω. As a major signature of
a partially condensed gas, we expect a bimodal density distribution with a broad
Gaussian structure for the thermal contribution and a tight parabolic peak in the
centre of the cloud indicating the condensed part.
Another important signature of the condensate is caused by different momentum
distributions. A thermal gas in a harmonic trap shows an isotropic Gaussian velocity
distribution even if the trap is anisotropic, which leads to an isotropic Gaussian
density distribution after a long time of free expansion. In contrast, the velocity
distribution of a BEC after being released from an anisotropic trap is anisotropic as
well. More precisely, the BEC expands faster along the axis of strong confinement
than along the axis of weak confinement. Therefore the density profile after a long
time of flight will be anisotropic and inverted with respect to the shape of the cloud
in the trap. This is another important signature of the BEC transition.

Chapter 3
Cooling Rubidium atoms to the
BEC transition

The following chapter introduces the theoretical background of the cooling techniques used in the Rydberg experiment to prepare ultracold atomic samples with
emphasis on the aspects relevant for this thesis. In a first step, atoms from a precooled atom beam are trapped and cooled in a magneto-optical trap (MOT), whose
principle is briefly explained in section 3.1. After cooling the atom cloud in the MOT
to microkelvin temperatures, the final step to the BEC is achieved by evaporative
cooling from a conservative potential. The first BECs [Anderson et al., 1995, Davis
et al., 1995] were realized in magnetic traps, in which the conservative potential
is provided by the interaction of the magnetic moment of the atom with an external magnetic field. In the Rydberg experiment we follow a different approach. We
make use of an optical dipole trap, which can be realized by a focused laser beam
[Granade et al., 2002, Barrett et al., 2001]. Due to their relatively simple realization
with laser beams, optical dipole traps offer a great variety of trapping potentials,
such as double wells or two-dimensional traps, whereas magnetic traps are usually
less versatile. Complex magnetic field coils, which limit the optical access to the
atoms, are not needed. Additionally, spatial densities in optical dipole traps are
usually far higher than in magnetic traps, so that the evaporation proceeds faster.
In sections 3.2 and 3.3, theoretical aspects of optical dipole traps and the evaporative
cooling process are discussed. The last section 3.4 gives an overview over different
geometries of optical dipole traps which were realized in the past.
13
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3.1

Magneto-optical traps

The MOT of the Rydberg experiment was built during the time of this thesis parallel
to the development of the optical dipole trap. It is described and characterized
in detail within the diploma thesis of Hannes Busche [Busche, 2011]. However,
the mechanism shall be introduced here to give a complete picture of the cooling
procedure.
The main principle of laser cooling can be understood by describing the atom as
a simple 2-level system. When such an atom absorbs a photon from a laser beam,
it gets a kick in the direction of the propagation of the laser light. The re-emission
of the photon can occur in the direction of the laser light (stimulated emission)
or into a random direction (spontaneous emission). The spontaneous emission is
isotropic, so that the average momentum transfer is zero. Thus, many absorption
and spontaneous re-emission cycles result in a net momentum transfer on the atom
in propagation direction of the laser beam. This so-called spontaneous or scattering
force can be used to decelerate atoms. The strength of the force is proportional to
the scattering rate, which depends on the detuning δ = ω − ω0 between the laser
frequency ω and the atomic resonance ω0 . Due to the Doppler effect, the detuning
also depends on the velocity of the atoms as
δtot = δ − ~k~v .

(3.1)

That is why a laser on resonance mostly affects atoms at rest. A red-detuned laser
beam (δ < 0) is seen as resonant by atom propagating with a velocity of |δ|/k
towards the laser light. As the force always acts in the direction of the laser light,
it will slow down the counter-propagating atoms within this velocity class. The
scattering force of a single laser beam is given by [Straten and Metcalf, 2005]
Γ
I/Isat
F~ (~v ) = ~~k
,
2 1 + I/Isat + [2(δ − ~k~v )/Γ]2

(3.2)

where Γ is the natural line width of the atomic transition, I is the laser intensity and
Isat the saturation intensity. For low intensities, spontaneous emission is more likely
than stimulated emission and the scattering force rises linearly with the light intensity. At high laser intensities (I ≫ Isat ), the stimulated emission process dominates
and the scattering force saturates. The combined scattering force of two counterpropagating laser beams which are red-detuned but close to resonance leads to a
damping force which acts on atoms with small velocities [Straten and Metcalf, 2005]
I/Isat
8~k 2 δ
~v + O((~k~v /Γ)4 ) .
F~comb =
2
Γ 1 + I/Isat + (2δ/Γ)

(3.3)
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Figure 3.1: Velocity dependence of the scattering force of two counter-propagating
laser beams. The dotted lines show the individual forces of the single beams and
the solid curve shows the combined force. The dashed straight line indicates that
the force is linear in velocity for small velocities. (Picture taken from Straten and
Metcalf, 2005)

This force is visualized in picture 3.1. As expected, maxima for atoms travelling
with v = ±δ/k can be found.
The scattering force can cool atoms down to microkelvin temperatures, but not
to arbitrary low temperatures. The continuous scattering of photons leads to a
random walk of the atoms in momentum space, which heats up the cloud. When
cooling and heating rate become similar, the cooling process will stagnate. The
temperature of this steady state can be calculated to [Straten and Metcalf, 2005]
TDoppler =

~Γ
.
2kB

(3.4)

It is called the Doppler cooling limit. Typical values are in the order of several
hundred microkelvin.
Soon after the first realization of a laser cooled atomic gas [Chu et al., 1985],
it turned out that even about ten times colder temperatures can be achieved [Lett
et al., 1988]. This discrepancy is caused by the fact that in three dimensions the
simple two-level model for the atom is not enough. The multilevel structure of the
atoms and optical pumping between the sublevels has to be taken into account to
describe the system.
The force described so far is independent of the position of the atoms. Therefore
it is able to slow them but not to trap them. A spatial dependence of the scattering
force can be added by applying a magnetic field gradient. The trapping mechanism
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can be visualized in a two-level system with J = 0 in the ground and J = 1 in the
excited state. Due to the Zeemann effect, a magnetic field with constant gradient
changes the total detuning δtot between the laser frequency and the atomic transition
frequency to [Straten and Metcalf, 2005]
g J µB m J B 0 x
.
δtot = δ + ~k~v +
~

(3.5)

Here gJ is the Landé g-factor of an atom in a state with total angular momentum
J, µB is the Bohr magneton, mJ the magnetic quantum number of the upper state
and B0 the gradient of a linear magnetic field. The scattering force now depends
on the magnetic sublevel, to which the light couples, and by this also on the spatial
position of the atom for mJ 6= 0 of the upper state .

Figure 3.2: Typical setup of a MOT The picture depicts the magnetic field coils
for the quadrupole field, the six counter-propagating trapping and cooling beams
and the atom cloud at the zero point of the magnetic field. (Picture adapted from
Clément, 2008)

Sending in red-detuned σ + -polarized light from left, which couples the atoms to
the m1 state and σ − -polarized light from the right, which couples to the m−1 state,
leads to the effect that atoms on the left side of the zero point of the magnetic
field (x < 0) interact more strongly with the laser beam which comes from the
left, whereas atoms on the right side of the zero point (x > 0) interact more with
the beam from the right. For atoms in certain velocity classes (lower than the socalled capture velocity), this leads to a restoring force towards the zero point of the
magnetic field, which provides the necessary spatial confinement in addition to the
cooling of the atom cloud. Figure 3.2 depicts a typical MOT setup.
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3.2

Optical dipole traps

3.2.1

The trapping potential

Classical approach
To overcome the temperature limitations of laser cooling in a MOT, a second cooling
stage is implemented. The atoms are transferred into a conservative potential and
are cooled further by evaporation. The potential is realized by the light shift which is
caused by a focused far-detuned laser beam. The principle of an optical dipole trap
can be understood from a classical picture [Grimm et al., 2000]. Light is described
by a wave with oscillating electric field given by
~ r, t) = E0 (~r, t) exp(−iωt)ǫ̂ + E0∗ (~r, t) exp(iωt)ǫ̂ .
E(~

(3.6)

This light-field can polarize an atom and thereby induce a dipole moment of
~ .
p~ = α(ω)E

(3.7)

Here α(ω) is the complex, frequency dependent polarizability of the atom. In order
to deduce it, the atom can be described within the Lorentz oscillator model, i.e.
that the electron is bound to the massive nucleus by an approximately harmonic
potential. It oscillates in this potential driven by the electric field of the light.
As accelerated charged particles emit energy, the movement is damped following
Lamor’s law. The respective equation of motion for the electron is [Grimm et al.,
2000]
~ ,
m~x¨ + mγω ~x˙ + mω02~x = eE

(3.8)
2

2

where ω0 and ω are the oscillator and laser frequency and γw = 6πǫe 0ωmc3 is the
damping rate due to radiative losses. The equation of motion can be solved by
~x(t) =

ω02

−

ω2

e ~
1
E(~r, t) ,
− iγω mω m

(3.9)

The dipole moment is connected to the electron displacement via
~ r, t) ,
p~(t) = e~x(t) = αE(~

(3.10)

which leads to a polarizability of
α(ω) = 6πǫ0 c3

γ/ω02
.
ω02 − ω 2 − iγ(ω 3 /ω02 )

(3.11)
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Here γω has been replaced by the on-resonance damping rate γ = (ω0 /ω)2 γω . The
electric field and the induced dipole moment interact with each other. The interaction potential averaged over the several laser oscillations can be expressed as
1
~ r, t)it = − 1 ℜ(α)I(~r, t)
Udip (~r, t) = − h~p(~r, t) · E(~
2
2ǫ0 c


2
3πc
γ
γ
=−
I(~r, t) .
+
2ω0 ω0 − ω ω0 + ω

(3.12)
(3.13)

Via an induced dipole moment, the light-matter interaction creates a potential which
is proportional to the intensity I = 2ǫ0 c|E0 |2 of the light beam. If the potential varies
in space, the atoms will be attracted to the area of lowest energy, which can be used
for trapping them.
Besides the formation of a conservative potential, the atom constantly absorbs
power from the driving field and re-emmits it. When moving with a velocity ~x˙ in a
~ the electron absorbs the power Pabs = ~x˙ eE.
~ The time-average of this power
field E,
is [Grimm et al., 2000]
~ r, t)it = hp~˙(t) · E(~
~ r, t)it = ω ℑ(α)I(~r, t) .
Pabs = h~x˙ (t) · eE(~
(3.14)
ǫ0 c
This power will heat the sample and limit the minimal temperature achievable in a
dipole trap. If the light is regarded as a stream of photons and the imaginary part
of the polarizability is inserted, the corresponding photon scattering rate is
 3 
2
γ
3πc2 ω
γ
Pabs
=
+
I(~r) .
(3.15)
Γscat =
~ω
2~ω03 ω0
ω0 − ω ω0 + ω
Quantum mechanical picture - Multilevel atoms
To calculate the level shift which a real atom experiences from the interaction with
light, the classical approach is not sufficient. The level-structure of the atom has to
be taken into account. The complete system is described by the Hamiltonians of the
atom, the light-field and their interaction. The energy shift of the atomic states due
to the light field can then be approximated by using time-independent perturbation
theory. As ground state atoms do not have a permanent dipole moment, the first
order energy shift is zero. The second order contribution for the energy shift of an
atom in state |ii is
∆Ei =

X hj|Ĥint |ii
j6=i

Ei − Ej

2

.

(3.16)
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In the case of visible light, where the wavelength is much larger than the size of the
atom, the Hamiltonian for atom-light interaction Ĥint can be written in the dipole
approximation as
~ .
Ĥint = −µ̂E

(3.17)

Here µ̂ is the electric dipole operator of the atom.
For trapping and cooling atoms, it is common to work with alkali atoms because
of their simple structure. The atomic level structure of these atoms is of that kind
that for infrared laser light mostly the D1 (L=0, J=1/2 → L=1, J=1/2) and D2
(L=0, J=1/2 → L=1, J=3/2) transition, which are depicted in figure 3.3, contribute
to the sum in equation 3.16. If the detuning of the laser light from the atomic
87

D1

Rb

J = 3/2

5P3/2

J = 1/2

5P1/2

J = 1/2

5S1/2

D2

Figure 3.3: Reduced level structure of alkali atoms. The scheme is relevant for the
dipole trap potential induced by infrared light with a detuning ∆ smaller than the
fine structure splitting of the excited states and larger than the hyperfine structure
splitting in ground state and excited states. Under these conditions, mostly the D1
and D2 line contribute to the dipole trap potential. The corresponding levels for
87 Rb are depicted on the right side. (Picture adapted from Grimm et al., 2000)

transition frequency is far higher than the hyperfine splitting of ground and excited
states but smaller than the fine structure splitting, the trapping potential for linearly
polarized light can be calculated from 3.16 to [Grimm et al., 2000]


πc2 ΓD1
1
1
Udip (~r) =
I(~r)+
(3.18)
+
3
2 ωD1
ω − ωD1 ω + ωD1


2
2
πc2 ΓD2
I(~r)
+
3
2 ωD2
ω − ωD2 ω + ωD2
with ΓD1 and ΓD2 being the decay rates of the D1 and D2 line, ωD1 and ωD2 the
transition frequencies and ω the frequency of the laser.
The sum of the laser frequency and the transition frequency is usually of the
order of 1014 Hz whereas the difference for infrared light is only in the order of 103 Hz.
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Thus, for small detunings (ω − ωD1 ≪ ωl ) the terms with the sum of the frequencies
in the denominator can be neglected. It can be concluded from equation 3.18 for
red-detuned light(ω < ωD1 , ω < ωD2 ) that the potential will have a minimum at the
maximum of the light intensity I(~r). Hence, the atoms will be attracted towards
the point of highest intensity, whereas they will be attracted towards the potential
minimum in blue-detuned dipole traps.
As in the classical picture, we can deduce the scattering rate, which is a source
of heating. For multilevel atoms, this can be deduced from the fraction of atoms in
the excited states, which is given by the optical Bloch equations. For alkali atoms,
in a case where the hyperfine splitting is not resolved, the scattering rate for linearly
polarized light is [Grimm et al., 2000]
πc2
Γscat (~r) =
2~



2
1
Γ2D1
Γ2D2
+
3
3
ωD2 (ω − ωD2 )2 ωD1 (ω − ωD1 )2



I(~r) .

(3.19)

Here the terms with (ω + ωD1/D2 )2 are neglected. Even if the light is far detuned
from the atomic resonance, the probability to absorb photons will still not be zero.
However, by comparing equation 3.18 and 3.19, we see that the potential scales with
the inverse of the detuning, whereas the scattering rate scales with the inverse of the
detuning squared. Very good ratios between the potential depth and the scattering
rate can be achieved by choosing high detunings. The negative consequence of a large
detuning is that higher laser powers are needed to achieve the necessary potential
depths.

3.2.2

Typical optical dipole traps - Gaussian laser beams

The most simple way to realize a dipole trap is to focus a red-detuned Gaussian
laser beam. The intensity and by this the shape of the potential of such a trap is
[Saleh and Teich, 1991]


2P
2r2
I(~r, t) =
exp − 2
.
(3.20)
πw(z)2
w (z)
Here P is the power of the trapping laser. The waist w(z) is given by
s
 2
z
.
w(z) = ω0 1 +
zR

(3.21)

It is the radius at which the intensity has increased to the 1/e2 level . At z = 0
√
the waist takes its minmal value of w0 . At z = zR it has increased to 2w0 and
the intensity has reduced to I0 /2. This so-called Rayleigh length is connected to the
minimal waist w0 by zR = πw02 /λ.

3.3. Evaporative Cooling

For small r and z, the potential resulting from the intensity given above can be
expanded in a Taylor series and the potential in equation 3.18 can be written as
"
 2  2 #
r
z
U (r, z) ≈ −U0 1 − 2
−
(3.22)
w0
zR
where the trap depth U0 is given by





ΓD2
1
2
1
2
P c2 ΓD1
+ 3
. (3.23)
+
+
U0 = 2
3
w0 ωD1
ω − ωD1 ω + ωD1
ωD2 ω − ωD2 ω + ωD2
For deducing the trapping frequencies, we compare the potential in equation 3.22 to
a harmonic potential Uharm = −U0 + 21 mωr2 r2 + 21 mωz z 2 and get
s
s
4U0
2U0
ωr =
(3.24)
and ωz =
2
mw0
mzR2
for the frequencies in radial direction ωr and in axial direction ωz . The harmonic
approximation is appropriate for a gas with a thermal energy kB T , much smaller
than the trap depth U0 . In this case, the extensions of the gas r0 and z0 in radial
and axial direction are small, compared to the minimal waist w0 and the Rayleigh
length zR of the trap. Then the atoms populate the bottom of the trap, where the
harmonic approximation is valid.

3.3
3.3.1

Evaporative Cooling
Mechanism of evaporative cooling

So far evaporative cooling has been the only final technique by which atomic BoseEinstein condensates have been generated. The cooling principle is the preferential
removal of energetic atoms from the upper tail of the energy distribution and a
subsequent re-thermalization of the remaining atoms by elastic collisions. By this
mechanism, the average kinetic energy and, resulting from this, the temperature of
the cloud will decrease, as indicated in figure 3.4. In the case of an optical dipole
trap, atoms with an energy higher than the trap depth U0 are able to leave the
confining potential, as shown in figure 3.5. The elastic collisions, which cause the
re-thermalization, also generate new atoms with energies higher than the threshold
energy ǫt = U0 , so that the evaporation process will continue. However, the probability to find an atom with an energy ǫ > U0 is suppressed by a factor exp(−U0 /kT ).
Therefore the ’free’ evaporation process will slow down or even stagnate when the
cooling rate becomes comparable to heating rates or trap losses. The sample is
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Figure 3.4: Energy distributions of a thermal gas for different times (t1 < t2 < t3 )
of evaporative cooling in a trap of depth 500 µK. During the evaporation process,
the high energetic atoms constantly emerge from the trap. The remaining atoms
thermalize by elastic collisions and the energy becomes redistributed at a lower
temperature.

U0

U0′

U0′′

Figure 3.5: Schematic drawing of the cooling mechanism in an optical dipole
trap. For kB T < U0 most of the atoms in a Boltzmann distributed gas occupy the
bottom of the trap but a small fraction has energies higher then U0 and can leave
the trap. The remaining atoms re-thermalize to a lower temperature. To prevent
the evaporation process from stagnating, the power in the trapping laser beams is
reduced. This lowers the evaporation threshold, but at the same time also reduces
the trap stiffness.
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constantly heated by scattering photons from the trapping laser (see equation 3.19)
and from intensity fluctuations of the laser power. Collisions with the background
gas and three-body collisions also limit the lifetime of the atoms in the trap and
heat the sample. To sustain the evaporative cooling at a rate high enough, the evaporation threshold has to be decreased. For atoms confined in magnetic traps, the
evaporation threshold is usually realized by sending in radio frequency (rf), radiation of a certain frequency, which flips the spin of atoms with a particular potential
energy to an untrapped spin state. The evaporation threshold then can be easily
lowered by changing the rf frequency. For atoms in optical dipole traps, this ’forced’
evaporation can simply be achieved by lowering the laser power, as the evaporation
threshold is given by the trap depth U0 , which is proportional to the laser power.
It is important to note that the trapping frequencies are proportional to the square
root of the trap depth and will be decreased as well during forced evaporation in
optical dipole traps.

3.3.2

Scaling laws for the key parameters

To describe the efficiency of the evaporative cooling process, the number of atoms N ,
the peak phase-space density ρ0 and the elastic collision cross rate γel are important
parameters. A simple model allows to determine how these parameters scale with
the trap depth U0 of an optical dipole trap as it is lowered [OHara et al., 2001].
Within the model, it is assumed that the thermal energy of the gas is far smaller
than the trap depth. In this case, the Gaussian potential can be approximated as a
harmonic potential.
In the classical limit, the total energy of the gas in a harmonic potential is given
by E = 3N kB T , so that the time rate of change of internal energy can be written as
Ė = 3N kB Ṫ + 3kB T Ṅ

(3.25)

On the other side, an expression for Ė can be deduced from the ongoing mechanism.
Firstly, atoms which are able to leave the trap will have an energy of U0 + αkB T .
Their potential energy equals the trap depth U0 and their kinetic energy is αkT .
Due to the theorem of equipartition, the mean kinetic energy of a particle in the
trap is 3/2kB T . Assuming thermal equilibrium for the particles in the trap, we can
approximate α by 3/2 [Ketterle and Druten, 1996]. Therefore the energy loss rate
due to evaporation is Ṅ (U0 + 3/2kB T ), where Ṅ is the particle loss rate from the
trap according to evaporation. Particle losses because of background gas collisions
or three-body collisions are neglected. Secondly, the average potential energy in
a harmonic potential is given by E/2 ≈ n~ω/2. The mean geometrical trapping
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frequency ω and by this the potential energy will change, when the trap depth U0
is decreased. If the change occurs slowly, the atoms will follow the moving levels
adiabatically. We introduce the parameter ν, which describes how ω scales with U0 .
ν=

ω̇/ω
.
U̇0 /U0

(3.26)

For a single focused Gaussian laser beam, ν equals 1/2 (see equation 3.24). The
confinement stays constant and ν is zero for evaporation by a radio frequency knife
in a magnetic trap. Thus, the time dependence of the potential energy of all trapped
atoms is given by (ν U̇ /U )E. Summing up these two mechanisms and equating the
sum to the expression for Ė given in 3.25 leads to
(U0 + αkB T )Ṅ + ν

U̇
3N kB T = 3N kB Ṫ + 3kB T Ṅ .
U

(3.27)

Assuming a fixed ratio η = U/kB T during the evaporation process, a scaling law for
the particle number N can be calculated from equation 3.27 to
Ṅ
3 − 3ν U̇
3 − 3ν Ṫ
=
=
.
N
η+α−3 U
η+α−3 T

(3.28)

From equation 3.28 it is possible to deduce how the peak phase-space density ρ0
and the collision rate γ at the trap centre in a harmonic potential scale with the
potential depth. Inserting equation 2.4 and 2.18 into equation 2.17 results in the
peak phase-space density of a thermal cloud in a harmonic trap.
 3
~ω
(3.29)
ρ0 = N
kT
Inserting equation 3.28 leads to the scaling of ρ0
ρ˙0
1
U̇
Ṅ
= ( + 3ν − 3) = (4 − η − α) .
ρ0
α
U
N

(3.30)

For η = 6 − 10, which are typical values for slow evaporation in optical traps, ρ0
scales as N −(3.5−7.5) . A small decrease in the number of atoms therefore leads to a
massive increase in phase-space density. The evaporation is more efficient the higher
the ratio η is.
The elastic collision rate at the trap centre is given by
Γel = n0 σhvi ,
q

(3.31)

16kB T
where hvi =
is the mean relative velocity of two atoms in a Boltzmann
πm
distributed gas at temperature T, σ the elastic collision cross section and n0 the
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peak spatial density given in equation 2.4. For an energy-independent scattering
cross section σ, a scaling law for the collision rate can be derived from equation 3.28
to
Γ˙el
(3ν − 1)(η + α + 4) + 2 ρ˙0
1
U̇
= ( + 3ν − 1) =
,
(3.32)
Γel
α
U
(3ν − 3)(η + α + 4) ρ0
The last equation reveals that for the case of a focused laser beam (ν = 1/2) the
elastic collision rate decreases when the potential depth is lowered. This is a consequence of the fact that the trapping frequencies of the confining potential decrease
with power. If the initial collision rate is too low, the cooling process might stagnate
before the transition to a BEC is reached.

3.4

Different strategies for optical dipole traps

In principle, an optical dipole trap can be realized by a single Gaussian laser beam.
However, this has one major disadvantage: Equation 3.24 reveals that the aspect
ration between the trapping frequencies ωr /ωz for such a beam is given by
ωr √ zR √ πw0
= 2
= 2
.
(3.33)
ωz
w0
λ
This aspect ratio is very large (≈ 420) for a typical wavelength of 1064 nm and
beam waist of 100 µm. Thus, the confinement in axial direction is much smaller
than in radial direction, whereas a tight confinement in all three spatial direction is
necessary to provide large atomic densities for an effective evaporation.
Crossing two Gaussian laser beams under an angle of 90◦ [Meyer, 2010, Adams
et al., 1995, Barrett et al., 2001, Takasu et al., 2003], so that tight confinement in
all three direction is guaranteed, is a common approach to overcome this problem.
The trapping frequencies and thus the atomic density and the elastic collision
rate will still decrease when the laser power is reduced (see equation 3.32). Hence,
the beam waists of the crossed dipole trap must be small (≤50 µm in Barrett et al.,
2001) in order to provide an initial elastic collision rate large enough. This has a
negative impact on the trapping volume, which ideally is large in order to trap many
atoms. Different approaches came up to combine large initial trapping volumes with
high confinement.
In 2005, Weiss et al. realized a BEC by loading atoms into a shallow, large,
crossed dipole trap and by dynamically changing the trap shape during the evaporation with a mobile lens to increase the density [Kinoshita et al., 2005]. The scheme
is depicted in figure 3.6.
Another approach is presented in Hung et al., 2008. Here the reduction of the
evaporation threshold is not realized by a reduction of the laser power but via
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Figure 3.6: Diagram of the setup used by Weiss et al. to generate a crossed
dipole trap with a dynamically changeable focus. The position of the lens L2 can
be dynamically changed via the computer control. An acousto-optical modulator
(AOTF) is used to split the beams and to change the frequencies. (Picture taken
from Kinoshita et al., 2005)

increasing an additional magnetic field gradient as shown in figure 3.7(a). With
this technique, the confinement stays constant throughout the evaporation process
and even accelerating (runaway) evaporation can be achieved. A similar technique is
introduced in Clément et al., 2009. Clément et al. trap atoms in a misaligned crossed
dipole trap. A tight beam provides the necessary large densities for evaporative
cooling and the slope of the potential of a wide beam creates a gradient as in Hung
et al., 2008 as depicted in figure 3.7(b). The evaporation threshold is then controlled
via the power of the wide beam.
A further approach is to initially trap the atoms in a large, shallow dipole trap
and to increase the phase-space density via the addition of a tightly focused ’dimple
beam’ in which the evaporation takes place [Weber et al., 2002, Jacob et al., 2011,
Clément et al., 2009]. By these means, the loading of the dipole trap and the
confinement are decoupled, which allows for large numbers of atoms combined with
short cycle times. The advantage of this technique above the ones described before
is the absence of magnetic field coils, which limit the optical access to the atom
cloud and of moving optical elements.
Equipped with a theoretical background on evaporative cooling in optical dipole
traps and with an overview of possible realizations, we are now ready to start the
investigation of the Rydberg dipole trap.

3.4. Different strategies for optical dipole traps

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: (a) The plot shows the potential of an optical dipole trap in the
presence of an additional linear magnetic field (red line) and the potential of an
optical dipole trap with evaporation threshold U0 (dotted line). The magnetic field
gradient is varied with time and lowers the evaporation threshold to U (t) without
changing the trapping frequencies at the bottom of the dipole trap. (Picture taken
from Hung et al., 2008) (b) Scheme used by Clément et al. to achieve runaway
evaporation by all-optical means. The potential gradient is generated by the slope
of the potential of the dark green large beam and the evaporation threshold is
lowered by increasing the power in the large beam. (Picture taken from Clément
et al., 2009)
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Chapter 4
A crossed dipole trap with a
dimple
This chapter presents the dipole trap of the new Rydberg apparatus. In the first
section, the special geometry of the trapping potential is described. The following
sections deal with the technical realization of this trapping potential. First, the
preparation of the light source, in particular the laser system, important optical
elements, the outcoupler module and the control of the power in the dipole trap
beams are investigated and afterwards the beam paths of the reservoir and the
dimple beam are discussed.

4.1

Geometry of the dipole trap potential

The dipole trap for the Rydberg experiments needs to fulfil two main requirements.
First, dense atom clouds of several ten thousand atoms are required. As a majority of the atoms gets lost in the evaporative cooling process, several million atoms
need to be transferred from the MOT into the dipole trap. Therefore the trapping volume needs to be as large as possible and the trap depth needs to be high
enough to trap atoms at MOT temperatures. The second requirement is related
to the confinement of the trap. This must be high enough throughout the cooling
process in order to retain high elastic collision rates for an effective evaporation.
The elastic collision rate is directly related to the trapping frequencies of the confining potential, which decrease with increase beam waist w0 (see equation 3.24).
In order to fulfil both requirements simultaneously, the Rydberg dipole trap decouples the loading from the evaporation process as also done in Jacob et al., 2011,
Weber et al., 2002 and Clément et al., 2009. Therefore the trap consists of a combination of three Gaussian laser beams at 1064 nm wavelength. Two wide beams
29
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Figure 4.1: Calculated potential in the z = 0 plane for 11.7 W in the reservoir
beams and 2 W in the dimple, and waists of 120 µm and 23 µm. The colour bar
depicts the values of the potential in microkelvin. Note the large crossing area of
the reservoir beams and the deep potential in the dimple.

of 120 µm waist cross under a shallow angle of 5.4◦ and provide a large reservoir,
which loads the atoms from the MOT. For small extensions of the atomic cloud,
the potential generated by the crossed beam pair can be regarded as harmonic
Uharm,res (x′ , y ′ , z) = −U0,r + 12 m(ωx′ 2 x′ 2 + ωy′ 2 y ′ 2 + ωz2 z 2 )). We use x′ and y ′ here as x
and y will later be defined differently. The frequencies can be expressed as functions
2
of the characteristic frequency ωz2 = 4U0,r /mw0,r
 



2
2
{ωx′ , ωy′ , ωz2 } = ωz2 sin2 α + ξ cos2 α , ωz2 cos2 α + ξ sin2 α , ωz2

≈ ωz2 sin2 α, ωz2 , ωz2 .
(4.1)
2
2
Here α is the half of the small angle between the two beams, ξ = w0,r
/2zR,r
is a
dimsionless parameter and r stands for reservoir. The approximations are justified
since the angle α is small and the Rayleigh length zR,r is much larger than the
beam waist w0,r . Comparing the results to the trapping frequencies of a single
Gaussian beam (see equation 3.24) shows that the frequencies along the y ′ - and
z-axis are approximately equal to the radial frequency of a single Gaussian beam
with the combined power, whereas the frequency along the x′ -axis differs strongly
from the axial trapping frequency of a single beam. The crossed geometry leads to
an enhanced confinement in this direction. We denote ωz as radial frequency of the
reservoir ωres,rad and ωx′ as axial frequency of the reservoir ωres,ax .
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A tightly-focused third beam of 23 µm waist, the so-called ’dimple beam’, crosses
the reservoir at an angle of 45◦ . The atoms from the reservoir will evaporate into the
dimple, which provides the high confinement necessary for an efficient evaporation.
The trap geometry is visualized in figure 4.1, which shows the full potential in the
z = 0 plane for 10.7 W in each of the reservoir beams and 2 W in the dimple beam.
An important feature of the trap is that the confinement along the weak axis
of the dimple is strongly increased by the presence of the reservoir. This is of
major importance during the evaporation as it maintains the confinement along
this axis when the dimple power is lowered. The enhancement becomes visible in
the trapping frequencies of the combined potential of reservoir and dimple trap.
The radial confinement of the combined trap is mainly determined by the dimple
2
geometry ωcomb,rad ≈ 4U0,d /mw0,d
, whereas the reservoir has to be taken into account
for the axial frequency of the combined potential along the direction of the dimple
2
2
2
2
ωcomb,ax
= ωres,ax
cos2 (β) + ωres,rad
sin2 (β) + ωdimp,ax
.

(4.2)

Here β is the angle between the reservoir and the dimple beam. In our case, where
β is 45◦ and the axial trapping frequency of the reservoir is still small compared to
2
2
2
the radial reservoir frequency, this results in ωcomb,ax
= ωres,rad
/2 + ωdimp,ax
.
The trapping potential along the x, y and z axes and along the axis of one of
the reservoir beams is plotted in figure 4.2. Note the large differences in the plot
range and that the first pictures (a) - (c) along the coordinate axes show the full
potential (reservoir and dimple), whereas the last picture along one of the beam axes
(d) shows the reservoir beams only. The graphs show several important properties of
the potential. The first picture indicates the long extension of the reservoir. Picture
(c) shows the influence of gravity. For high laser powers, as in the plot, the effect is
small but at the end of the evaporation ramp gravity will have a dominant influence
on the potential depth. The plot along one of the reservoir beams (d) shows that
atoms in the single beams are trapped within a large distance of several centimeters.
These atoms are regarded as lost for the evaporation. Thus, the last plot allows to
deduce an effective trap depth of the crossing of 70 µK with respect to the single
beams. This is the upper limit for the kinetic energy which a particle can have to
be trapped in the crossing region.
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Figure 4.2: Potential of the dipole trap along the three coordinate axes (a)-(c) and
along the axis of one of the reservoir beams (d) for 10.75 W in each of the reservoir
beams and 2 W in the dimple beam, and minimal beam waists of 120 µm for the
reservoir 23 µm for the dimple. Note the large difference in the plot ranges and that
the last plot does not show the dimple beam. Picture (a) depicts the elongated
shape of the crossing region, in plot (c) the influence of gravity becomes visible and
plot (d) shows the depth of the reservoir with respect to the single beams and the
low confinement provided by each of the single beams.
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4.2
4.2.1

Preparation of the light source
Laser system and optical elements

The dipole trap potential operates with light from a 50 W fibre amplifier (Nufern)
which is fed by light from a solid state seed laser (Mephisto, Innolight, 1 W) at
1064 nm.
λ/4
Mephisto laser
1W

mirror
to main
setup

isolator

+500
λ/2
PBS

λ/2
fiber
coupler

Nufern
fiber amplifier
50 W

fiber

Figure 4.3: Optical path of the seed laser light before being amplified by the fibre
amplifier. A λ/4 plate generates linear polarized light and the isolator protects the
laser from back reflections. As the full laser power is not needed for the dipole trap,
the power is split by a polarizing beam splitter cube in a ratio which is adjusted
with a λ/2 plate. The lens shapes the beam, so that it matches the fibre mode and
the last λ/2 plate adjusts the right polarization.

Figure 4.3 shows the setup between the seed laser and the fibre amplifier. To
avoid back reflections, the laser output is protected by an optical isolator (IO-3-1064VHP, Thorlabs). The polarization of the beam is elliptic (intensity ratio= 5/1). In
order not to lose energy at the optical isolator, the polarization is linearized by
a λ/4 plate. Afterwards the beam is collimated and transmitted through a beam
splitter cube as only ≈200 mW out of the 1 W need to be injected into the amplifier.
Finally, it is coupled into a fibre (P3-1064PM-FC-2, Thorlabs) which leads to the
fibre amplifier. The light reflected from the beam splitter cube will later be used for
a two-dimensional dipole trap to do experiments in lower dimensions.
The high laser power leads to certain requirements on the optical elements. They
have to sustain intensity up to 15 kW/cm2 . Due to their low linear thermal ex-
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pansion coefficient (10 times lower than for BK7 lenses) and their high damage
threshold (1 MW/cm2 ), laser-quality fused silica lenses from CVI with a high energy
anti-reflection coating are used for the complete setup. Furthermore, high energy
coated mirrors (HR1064/45 PW 1025 UV, LASER COMPONENTS) with a damage
threshold of 5 MW/cm2 are chosen.
Two special mirrors are implemented in the dipole trap setup in order to maximize the optical access. These dichroic mirrors (LASER COMPONENTS) are placed
before and behind the main chamber and are coated, so that they reflect the dipole
trap light at 1064 nm and transmit the MOT light at 780 nm. Both, the MOT and
the dipole trap beam can pass through the same viewport and the remaining ones
can then be used for subsequent dipole traps of lower dimensions, imaging beams
and especially Rydberg excitations.
In order to precisely align the reservoir beams on the MOT and the dimple
with respect to the reservoir, the last optical elements before the vacuum chamber
need to be adjusted with micrometre precision. To realize this, mirror mounts with
micrometre screws (MDI-H-2-3025-M6, MXI-3-3027(2”)-M6, RadiantDyes) are used.
Additionally, the last lenses are placed on linear translation stages (TS10 M, Qioptiq
Photonics).
The setup is built in a modular way to simplify the planned move of the experiment to a new institute. Therefore the optical elements apart from the very last
ones are placed on a 47.5 cm × 47.5 cm breadboard. This also allowes to built up
and characterize the dipole trap in a separate laboratory.

4.2.2

A tilted fibre coupler

Figure 4.4: Schematic drawing of the home-built coupler seen from the top. The
backside of the coupler is tilted by 1.8◦ . This corrects the tilt of the fibre surface. Two different spacers allow to adjust the fibre tip onto the optical axis of the
collimating lens.

The light from the fibre amplifier is collimated by a lens of 17.1 mm focal length
placed inside a homebuilt fibre coupler. The end of the amplifier fibre is tilted by
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1.8◦ as a protection against back reflections into the fibre. To correct that, the
backside of the fibre coupler is tilted as well, so that the light propagates parallel
to the optical axis of the coupler lens. This is indicated in figure 4.4. For hitting
the lens centered and thus avoid spherical aberrations, several spacers can be used
to translate the fibre output.
Pictures of the beam profiles for three different fibre positions taken with a CCD
camera (BC106-VIS, Thorlabs) are shown in figure 4.5. The 4 mm spacer is chosen
due to the most symmetric beam shape. The fringes on the beam profile are caused
by a beam sampler (BSF10-C, Thorlabs), which we used to decrease the beam power
in front of the camera. To allow precise alignment of the lens inside the fibre coupler,
it is held by a mount which can be screwed into the coupler block via a micrometre
thread. One turn of the screw corresponds to a movement of the lens of 750 µm.
0mm

4mm

8mm

Figure 4.5: Beam profiles for different thicknesses of the spacer plate inside the
fibre coupler and thus different off-centering of the beam in the outcoupling lens for
a laser power of approx. 8 W. The beam shape is the most symmetric for the 4 mm
spacer.

4.2.3

Thermal lensing effects

Behind the outcoupler the laser beam passes an optical isolator (Thorlabs IO-5-1064VHP) to protect the fibre from back reflections. Inside the isolator the light passes
a thick block of material which can change its index of reflection with rising laser
power. Furthermore, the light passes the outcoupling lens and a Brewster plate (see
next paragraph), which also might show thermal lensing effects. As it is favorable to
do the alignment of the setup with low laser power and also experiments at low laser
power might be done, it is necessary to investigate whether the beam shape after
the isolator changes because of thermal lensing effects. Therefore the beam waist
after the isolator at full power (≈ 50 W) was compared to the beam waist of the
transmitted seed light (500 µW). In order to measure the beam waist, a razor blade
on a translation stage was placed behind the isolator and slid into the beam from
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the top. The transmitted power was measured by a thermal power meter (PM30,
Coherent) and the vertical position of the razor blade was noted for 15% and 85%
transmission of the beam. For a Gaussian intensity profile, the difference between
these two values is twice the width σ of the distribution. Comparing equation 3.20
with a Gaussian distribution shows that the waist w of the beam is directly given
by 2σ. In this way, a waist of 1.7 mm was measured for the seed laser light and
a waist of 1.48 mm for the full power beam, which is a difference of 13 %. It can
be concluded that the combined system of optical isolator, outcoupling lense and
fibre shows significant thermal lensing effects. Due to this, all further alignments
were done with full power on these two elements. For further experiments it has to
be kept in mind that the beam shape will change when operating the laser below
maximal power.

4.2.4

Power control during the alignment

A λ/2 plate (QWPO-1064-05-2, Laser Components) and a Brewster plate (TFP1064-PW1012w, Laser Components) behind the optical isolator are used for easy
control of the laser power during the alignment or between experiments without
changing the actual power of the fibre amplifier. The reflected light from the Brewster plate is sent to a beam dump. This will receive up to 40 W for several hours
and will get very hot (≈ 70 C ◦ ). For security, the dipole trap setup is covered by
a black aluminum box. To avoid dissipation of heat inside this box, the beam is
sent through the holes in the breadboard and dumped on the next level, where no
sensitive objects are close to (see figure 4.6).

tube
beam
dump

Figure 4.6: To avoid heat dissipation on the breadboard, the beam is sent to the
lower breadboard.
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4.2.5

Power control via the experimental control

For evaporative cooling of the atoms in the dipole trap it is necessary to decrease the
power in the trapping beams via the experimental control system. To achieve this,
the laser power in the dimple and in the reservoir is controlled by two acousto-optical
modulators (AOM)(3110-197, Crystal Technologies). Via an external voltage, the
radio frequency power sent into the AOMs is manipulated. The latter determines
the power in the deflected order, which is used for the dipole trap.
The reservoir power
The radio frequency for the power control AOM of the reservoir is taken from
an AOM driver (A413), which was produced by the electronic workshop of the
Physikalisches Institut. The device has an external control input that allows to control the rf-power with external voltage between 0 V and 2 V. The reservoir power
was measured behind the vacuum chamber by a thermal power meter specified for
30 W (PM30, Coherent) for different external voltages set by the experimental control. The uncertainty of this power measurement is ∼100 mW. Figure 4.7 shows the
measurements and two fitted curves. The range between 0 V and 1.3 V was fitted by

reservoir power @WD

20
15
10
5
0

0.8

1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
experimental control voltage @VD

1.8

Figure 4.7: Measurements of the power of the reservoir beam behind the vacuum
chamber plotted against the computer control voltage. The solid red lines show
the fit. The low voltage range is fitted by an exponential function and the higher
voltage range is fitted by an error function.

an exponential function and the saturation for the higher voltages (1.3 V-1.8 V) was
fitted by an error function. This fit will be used later to determine the trap shape
and the trapping frequencies for different points during the evaporation process. It
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is given by
Preservoir [W] = Θ(1.3 − x) (0.36 exp(6.29x))

(4.3)

+ Θ(x − 1.3) [10.51 Erf(5.09 (x − 1.40)) + 11.22] .

Here Θ(x) is the Heaviside Theta function.
The dimple power
For evaporation, the power dimple beam needs to be controllable within four orders
of magnitude. This is not possible with standard AOM drivers. Therefore the radio frequency for the dimple is created and controlled within the self-built circuit
depicted in figure 4.8. The design is taken from Meyer, 2010. A voltage-controlled
oscillator [ZOS-150+, MINI CIRCUITS] creates a radio frequency wave with fixed
power and adjustable frequency. The frequency is adjusted to 110 MHz, which is the
optimal value for the AOM. The signal then passes two adjustable attenuators before
control voltage
0-1.4 V

VCO

ZMAS-1

ADL
5330

5W
amplifier

AOM

light
voltage signal
radio frequency signal
Figure 4.8: Control circuit for the radio frequency sent to the dimple AOM. A
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) creates a radio frequency, which is switched on
and off via an attenuator (ZMAS-1). The signal is attenuated or amplified by an
adjustable attenuator (ADL). The gain is determined by a control voltage between
0 and 1.4 V. A high-power amplifier increases the rf-power up to 2 W before it is
sent to the AOM.

it is further amplified by a high-power amplifier (ZHL-03-5WF, MINI CIRCUITS)
and enters the AOM. The first attenuator (ZMAS-1, MINI CIRCUITS) is used as a
switch to turn the dimple beam on and off. The second one (ADL5330, MINI CIRCUITS) can attenuate or amplify the signal in a range of five orders of magnitude.
Several smaller attenuators are added to adjust the maximal rf-power after the high
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power to 2 W in order not to destroy the attenuator, the high-power amplifier and
the AOM. The gain of the attenuator is adjusted via an external voltage between
0 V and 1.4 V. The special feature of the attenuator is the exponential dependence
of the gain on the control voltage. This enables us to create an exponential ramp
for the power reduction during the evaporation with a simple linear voltage ramp
generated by the experimental control and constant relative precision. As the experimental control can provide voltages up to 5 V, a self-built voltage divider reduces
the control signal by a factor 3 to protect the attenuator.
The power in the dimple beam was measured for several values of the attenuator
control voltage at a maximal power of ∼ 920 µW. The measurements are plotted
in figure 4.9 with respect to the corresponding values at the experimental control
(attenuator control voltage×3). The data can be fitted by

dimple power @µWD
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Figure 4.9: Power of the dimple beam measured behind the AOM at a maximal
power of 920 µW versus the corresponding experimental control voltage. The red
lines show the fitted function. As for the reservoir case, the low voltage range is
fitted by an exponential function and the higher voltage range is fitted by an error
function.

Pdimple [µW] = Θ(3.4 − x) 1.59 × 10−3 exp(3.629x)

(4.4)

+ Θ(x − 3.4)[328.81 Erf(359.4x − 1268.4) + 1.172] ,

which can be rescaled to the actual maximum power in the dimple trap. Here Θ(x)
is the Heaviside Theta function.
As in Meyer, 2010, the system was built with the intention to install an intensity
lock for the dimple beam. In order to do this, a fraction of the light is monitored
by a logarithmically amplified photo diode [photodiode: G8370-81, Hamamatsu,
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logarithmic amplifier: AD8305, Analog Devices] and compared to a given set value
in a PID controller, which sends an error signal to the attenuator to adjust the
actual value. A control circuit reduces intensity fluctuations and long term drifts of
the laser intensity. The latter has no influence on a single experimental cycle but
must be avoided if experiments of different days shall be compared. Fast intensity
fluctuations of the laser cause a constant heating rate, which limits the cooling
efficiency at the end of the evaporation ramp [Savard et al., 1997]. However, the laser
intensity fluctuations of the current setup were smaller for an unlocked signal than
for the locked one, so that it was decided to operate the trap without an intensity
lock by directly accessing the attenuator control voltage via the experimental control.

4.3

Realization of the reservoir

Figure 4.10 gives an overview of the complete main optical setup behind the fibre
amplifier. In the following sections, the beam paths of the reservoir and the dimple
will be described in detail.

4.3.1

Splitting the beams

The two reservoir beams are generated from one laser beam via an AOM (3110-197,
Crystal Technologies), which deflects a fraction of the incoming beam under a small
angle. The frequency of the deflected beam is shifted by the radio frequency. This
prevents the formation of stable interference patterns within the dipole trap, which
would disturb the Gaussian intensity distribution. The angle between the deflected
and the transmitted beam is determined by the radio frequency while the ratio
between the intensities of the beams is determined by the rf-power. The latter allows
to change the ratio between the power in the two beams dynamically and without
losses during the evaporation. Additionally, as the angle between the two beams
is small, they can propagate through the same optics. This reduces the number of
optical elements and therefore makes the system very robust against misalignment.
Furthermore, in the absence of aberrations the beams will always propagate in the
same horizontal plane, which simplifies the alignment of the crossing on the atoms.
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Figure 4.10: Main dipole trap setup. The red beam path indicates the reservoir
beams, the blue line shows the dimple beam path. The light from the fibre is
collimated by a home-built fibre coupler and passes an optical isolator which protects
the fibre amplifier from back reflections. A Brewster plate and a λ/2 plate are used
to control the power during the alignment of the optical path. The ratio between the
power in the dimple and the reservoir can be adjusted via another λ/2 plate before
the polarizing beam splitter. The AOM in the dimple line and the first AOM in the
reservoir line are used to control the total trapping power during the evaporation.
The second AOM of the reservoir path splits the reservoir beams, detunes them with
respect to each other and controls the power balance between them. Several lenses
produce the correct beam waist at the atoms. Two dichroic mirrors before and
behind the vacuum chamber reflect light at 1064 nm and transmit the MOT light
at 780 nm. For security, the complete bread board is covered by a black aluminum
box. At two positions, unused laser light is sent through the holes of the breadboard
into beam dumbs on the next level to avoid heat dissipation inside the box.
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Figure 4.11: Schematic drawing of a two lens system which images the plane inside
the AOM onto the plane at the position of the atoms. For the imaging configuration,
the equations 4.5 have to be fulfilled.

4.3.2

Imaging the beam profile inside the AOM onto the
atoms

The imaging scheme
The crossed reservoir trap with beam waists of 120 µm is realized with a telescope
that images the beam profile across the plane inside the AOM onto a plane at the
position of the atoms, as sketched in figure 4.11. The imaging situation is fulfilled
under the following conditions:
f1 = f2 K
d 2 = f1 + f2
f2 + Kf2 − d3
.
d1 =
K2

(4.5)

Here f1 and f2 are the focal lengths of the lenses, d1 , d2 and d3 are the distances as
defined in figure 4.11 and K is the magnification. As three out of six parameters
can be chosen, the parameters were optimized for the shortest overall path length
d = d1 +d2 +d3 to make the setup as compact as possible. Constraints due to the sizes
of AOMs, lenses and the vacuum chamber and the magnification were taken into
account as well as commercially available focal lengths. The minimal path length
that was found for a two-lens system was d = 1166.5 mm using a telescope with
lenses of f1 = 687 mm and f2 = 203 mm focal length. This results in a magnification
of K = 0.295 and d1 = 20 mm, d2 = 890 mm and d3 = 256.5 mm for the three
sections. The parameters are summarized in table 4.1.
To use the full active area of the AOM, the waist of the incoming beam has to be
around 500 µm. It has to be noted that the theoretical beam waist of the reservoir
beams at the atoms with this incoming waist and a magnification of K = 0.295 is
150 µm. However, only 120 µm were measured, which will be discussed later.
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parameter

value

f1
f2
d1
d2
d3
d
K

687 mm
203 mm
20 mm
890 mm
256.5 mm
1166.5 mm
0.295

Table 4.1: Parameter values of path length minimization. The path length was
minimized accounting for geometric constraints given by the size of objects in the
setup.

The alignment of this telescope and the AOM was a critical point during the
construction of the dipole trap. The correct position of these elements is determined
with respect to the atom’s position. Thus, the imaging telescope was built up by
sending light the reverse way, as shown in picture 4.12. To find the correct position
of the AOM, a razor blade was placed at the expected position of the atoms and the
position of its image was determined with a beam profiler (BC106-VIS, Thorlabs).
The AOM creating the beam pair was then placed at this position.
Alignment of the crossing on the atoms
For translations d of the last lens, which are small compared to the length of the
telescope (d ≪ f1 + f2 ), the position of the image of the AOM plane moves by the
same distance. This feature is an important tool for the alignment of the dipole
trap with respect to the MOT. It allows to adjust the position of the crossing in
direction of the beam by placing the second lens on a translation stage. The vertical
and horizontal alignment can easily be done by the already mentioned micrometre
screws of the mirror mount in front of the chamber (see figure 4.10).

4.3.3

Beam profiles in the crossing region

Before the implementation into the real experiment, the beam profiles of the reservoir
beams around the crossing region were investigated with a beam profiler at low laser
intensity. Hitting edges of optical elements, especially in the AOMs, might produce
fringes in the beam profile, which needs to be avoided as it leads to several potential
minima. To rule this out, a beam profiler was placed at the position of the crossing
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Figure 4.12: Schematic drawing of the optical setup used for the alignment of the
reservoir beam path. In order to position the telescope, the beam is expanded to
a waist of 3 mm and sent through the setup in the reversed way. To deduce the
correct position of the AOM, which creates the reservoir beams, a razor blade is
placed at the position of the atoms and the image plane is observed by a camera.
The AOM is then placed at the position of the camera. The inset shows the sharp
image of the razor blade.
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and subsequently the optical setup, especially the position of the mirror before the
splitting AOM, was realigned to optimize the shape of the beams. As the extension
of the beam at the AOMs is comparable to the size of their apertures, it has to
carefully be avoided to cut the beam. The optimized profiles around the crossing
are shown in figure 4.13. Note that the transmission through the AOMs had been
adjusted by maximizing the transmitted power in the first order at an earlier stage
of the trap construction. As the beam profiles showed some fringes, this alignment
had to be improved.
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Figure 4.13: Pictures of the beam profile. The power in the reservoir beam path is
3 mW but full power is sent to the coupler lens and the optical isolator. The images
are taken 5 mm before (a), at (b) and 5 mm behind (c) the crossing.

4.3.4

Investigation of thermal lensing effects

After the beam profiles had been optimised, the position of the crossing was measured at high (27 W) and low (400 mW) power to deduce the influence of thermal
lensing in the lenses in the reservoir path. A movement of the crossing when decreasing the beam power might affect the evaporation. For this measurement, the
amplifier was running on full power and the power was controlled by the λ/2 plate
in front of the Brewster polarizer.
In order to perform the measurements, a razor blade was placed on a twodimensional translation stage, which could be moved along the direction of propagation of the beam (axial direction) and perpendicularly to that (horizontal direction).
At two positions in front of and behind the crossing, the razor blade was slid into
the beam and the transmitted power behind the blade was measured. To reduce the
intensity on the power meter, a beam sampler (BSF10-C, Thorlabs) was inserted in
the beam path behind the last lens. Figure 4.14 shows the measurements. For both
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Figure 4.14: Power passing a razor blade which is partially blocking the beams.
The measurement is done at two positions before ((a) and (c)) and after ((b) and
(d)) the crossing for high (27 W, upper row) and low (400 mW, lower row) powers.
Note that the power is reduced by a factor of 135 by a beam sampler behind the
last lens.

4.4. Realization of the dimple

axial positions of the razor blade, the separation of the two beams and their waists
were deduced by fitting the sum of two error functions to the data.
The axial positions and the beam separations give an accurate measurement of
the position of the crossing with respect to the translation stage. Comparing the
high power (27 W) with the low power value (400 mW) results in a difference of
300 µm in the position of the crossing, which is small compared to the size of the
crossing region. Thus, it can be concluded that thermal lensing effects are visible
but they will not have significant effects on the evaporation process.
Besides the information about the crossing position, the high-power measurement
allows to calculate the minimal waists of the reservoir beams and the position of the
foci of the reservoir beams with respect to the crossing position. The values for the
minimal waist ω0 and its position with respect to the crossing ∆ were calculated from
equation 3.21. This leads to a minimal waist of 108 µm, which is 11.7 mm away from
the crossing for one beam and a minimal waist of 110 µm which is 20.3 mm away
from the crossing for the second beam. The results are summarized in table 4.2.
These values are much smaller than the expected beam waists of 150 µm. The
reason for this discrepancy is most likely that the two beams hit the last lens around
12 mm off-centered. Due to spherical aberrations, the effective focal length of the
lens at this position might differ from the value which is specified for the focal length
by the company.
The significant displacement of the focus positions with respect to the crossing
∆ is due to the fact that the beam is not perfectly focused onto the AOM which
splits the beam. The beam was adjusted with the coupler lens leading to an optimal
focus ≈ 40 cm away from the AOM, which causes the displacement measured on the
atom side.
However, the trapping frequencies seen by the atoms at the bottom of the dimple
are not very sensitive to the exact shape of the reservoir. For a given trap geometry,
they can be calculated from the second derivative of the full potential (see equations 4.1 and 4.2). The frequencies are mostly determined by the dimple geometry.
In particular, the frequencies calculated from the geometric parameters given above
and the values calculated from a reservoir with two beams of 120 µm waist focused
at the crossing differ by less then 1 %. For simplicity, the last case will be used for
further calculations.
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w0 [µm]
∆ [mm]

beam1

beam2

108
11.7

110
20.3

Table 4.2: Minimal beam waist w0 and distance of the minimal waist position
to the crossing ∆ of the final reservoir trap. The values are calculated from the
measurement of the beam waist at two positions along the direction of propagation
of the beams.

Figure 4.15: Schematic drawing of the beam path for the dimple trap.

4.4

Realization of the dimple

Figure 4.15 gives an overview of the beam path which creates the dimple trap. The
beam passes the AOM used to control the dimple power with a waist of ∼500 µm to
exploit its full active area. Then the beam is magnified to a collimated beam with
a waist of 4.3 mm. A lens, which has a focal length of f = -57 mm and a lens with a
focal length of f = +468 mm are used for the expanding telescope. Right before the
experimental chamber, the beam is focused by a lens of f = 230 mm focal length.
In conclusion, a modular and robust setup for the dipole trap was built, which is
adapted to the high laser power of the fibre amplifier and provides the possibilities to
precisely align the position of the dipole trap and to control the power in individual
trapping beams with the necessary precision for evaporation.

Chapter 5
All-optical formation of a
Bose-Einstein condensate
The following chapter describes the production of Bose-Einstein condensates in the
optical dipole trap. The complete cooling cycle consists of several stages. In the
first part, a 3D MOT is loaded from the cold atom beam produced in a 2D MOT.
The second part starts with the loading of the crossed reservoir trap and the dimple
trap from the 3D MOT. In this important step, the MOT parameters are modified
in order to maximize the transfer of atoms into the optical trap. In particular, we
adjust the magnetic field gradient, the repump intensity as well as the intensity and
detuning of the cooling beam. Up to 5 million atoms can typically be transferred
into the dipole trap by these means. In the subsequent evaporative cooling stage, the
powers of the reservoir and the dimple beams are ramped down exponentially. This
reduces the temperature by two orders of magnitude and increases the phase-space
density by five orders of magnitude. When reducing the dimple power further, the
formation of a Bose-Einstein condensate is observed via absorption imaging several
milliseconds after the trapping potential has been turned off. The density profiles
after free expansion show the characteristic bimodal density distribution which we
expect for a partially condensed cloud and the anisotropic density distribution of the
condensed fraction. A transition temperature of 260 nK was measured. The trap
still holds around 100,000 atoms at the transition point. Pure condensates with
more than 20,000 atoms can be produced.
The first part of the chapter is a presentation of the experimental setup and an
introduction to the technique of absorption imaging, which is the main diagnostic
tool for the optimization and analysis of the evaporation process. Subsequently, the
loading and cooling sequences are presented and analyzed in detail. Finally, the
signatures of the BEC transition are presented.
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5.1
5.1.1

Experimental apparatus
Overview of the experimental system

The atomic species used in the Rydberg experiment is 87 Rubidium. The Rubidium
atoms are extracted from a resistively heated dispenser in a glass cell of a twodimensional (2D) MOT which is connected to the main chamber via a differential
pumping stage. Figure 5.1 depicts the vacuum system with the attached 2D MOT
module. The atoms are pre-cooled by the 2D MOT module and transferred into
the main vacuum chamber, where they are trapped and further cooled in a 3D
MOT. To achieve long lifetimes in the dipole trap, the collision rate with atoms
from the background gas must be low. Therefore an ultra-high vacuum system
is installed, which maintains a constant pressure in the order of 10−11 mbar. The
vacuum chamber was chosen for maximal optical access. The relevant energy levels
for the cooling process are depicted in figure 5.3. Both, the 2D and the 3D MOT,
cool on the 5S1/2 , F = 2 → 5P3/2 , F = 3 transition. Due to the line width of
the cooling laser a fraction of the atoms is also excited to the 5P3/2 , F = 2 state.
Atoms which decay from there into the 5S1/2 , F = 1 hyperfine state are pumped
back into the cooling cycle by a repump beam which couples to the 5P3/2 , F = 2
state. The 2D MOT parameters (beam powers, detunings) have been optimized for
maximal number of atoms in the MOT. At the maximal dispenser current of 3.3 A, a
loading rate of 3×109 atoms/s can be achieved. By this, 5×108 atoms can be loaded
into the 3D MOT in 160 ms. The dispensers usually run at 2.3 A to save Rubidium,
which leads to a loading rate of 3×108 atoms/s. More information on the 2D MOT
can be found in [Busche, 2011].
Figure 5.2 shows a schematic drawing of the main experimental chamber. Six
MOT beams from all spatial directions cross at the position of the zero point of
the magnetic field in the middle of the chamber. The field is generated by field
coils installed outside the vacuum chamber. The exact position of the MOT can
be fine-tuned in all spatial directions via the magnetic fields of three additional
compensation coils. From the MOT, the atoms are transferred into the reservoir
dipole trap. The reservoir beams enter through the same viewport as one of the
MOT beams and cross at the centre of the vacuum chamber. Finally, the atoms are
loaded into the dimple beam for evaporation.
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Titan
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2D MOT

magnetic
field coils

ion pump
experimental
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Figure 5.1: Drawing of the vacuum system. The figure shows the main experimental chamber with the magnetic field coils, the 2D MOT module and the pumping
system. In order to further increase the ultra-high vacuum, the experimental chamber is coated with a non-evaporable getter (NEG) material.

cooling and
repumping

atoms
dimple beam
imaging
reservoir
beams

Figure 5.2: Schematic drawing of the experimental chamber. The cooling and
repumping beams for the MOT are depicted as big red arrows. They cross in the
middle of the chamber at the zero point of the magnetic field. The thin arrows show
the reservoir and the dimple beams of the optical dipole trap.
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Figure 5.3: Relevant energy levels of 87 Rubidium. Atoms in the 5S1/2 , F = 2
are trapped in the MOT. The cooling laser excites them to the 5P3/2 , F = 3 state.
Due to its line width, the excitation laser also couples to the 5P3/2 , F = 2 state,
which can also decay into the wrong hyperfine ground state 5S1/2 , F = 1 . These
atoms are brought back into the cooling cycle via a repump laser on the transition
5S1/2 , F = 1 → 5P3/2 , F = 2 .

5.1.2

Absorption imaging

The main tool for the optimization and characterization of the cooling sequence is
absorption imaging. It allows a simple measurement of the number of atoms and
provides accurate information about the spatial and momentum distribution of the
atom cloud.
In the Rydberg experiment, absorption imaging from top and from the side is
possible. For the characterization of the loading and the evaporation process, the
horizontal imaging beam was used. It is orientated perpendicularly to the dimple
beam, as sketched in figure 5.4. Note that the view is rotated clockwise by 45◦ with
respect to figure 5.2.
The imaging beam is resonant to the cooling transition and derived from the
same laser. A CCD (Guppy-F-038B NIR) camera takes three pictures: The first
one is the actual absorption picture of the cloud Iabs , the second one is a reference
picture Iref of the same beam without atoms and the third one is a background
image Ibg without imaging beam, which takes stray light into account.
For a known absorption cross section σ, the images can be used to calculate
the two-dimensional density distribution n2D (x, z) integrated along the direction of
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Figure 5.4: Sketch of the dipole trap beams and the imaging beam. The CCD
camera is orientated perpendicularly to the direction of propagation of the dimple
beam. The inset shows the orientation and the elongated shape of the atomic cloud
in the dipole trap.

propagation of the imaging beam (y) and the total number of atoms on the image
[W. Ketterle, 1999]


1
Iabs − Ibg
(5.1)
n2D (x, z) = ln
σ
Iref − Ibg


A X
Iabs − Ibg
N =−
.
ln
σ all pixels
Iref − Ibg

The sum is carried out over all camera pixels and A is the area of a pixel on the atoms.
The logarithm ln(I/I0 ) on the right side of the equations is also called the optical
density OD of the sample. We usually describe thermal gases in approximately
harmonic traps. For these, the optical density OD can be fit to a two-dimensional
Gaussian distribution (see chapter 2.1). The number of atoms can then also be
calculated from the amplitude and the width of this distribution. Furthermore, the
width of the 2D distribution after a free expansion of the gas provides information
about the temperature of the cloud (see equation 2.7). It has to be noted that
for very high intensities of the imaging beams the absorption behavior of the cloud
changes due to saturation effects. Thus, high intensities must be avoided or the
saturation must be taken into account via an intensity dependent absorption cross
section [Steck, 2002]
σ0
σ=
.
(5.2)
1 + I/Isat + 4(δ/Γ)2
Here Isat is the saturation intensity, δ is the detuning of the absorption imaging light
with respect to the atom transition, Γ is the natural line width of the transition and
σ0 is the low intensity value for resonant light. The absorption cross section σ also
depends on the polarization of the light. For quantitative analysis, we consider
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resonant absorption of σ + -polarized light in the low intensity limit, which is given
by
3λ2
.
(5.3)
σ0 =
2π
The images which will be analyzed in the following section were taken at light
intensities of 0.02 Isat , so that the low intensity approximation is justified. However,
the absorption light might not be perfectly circularly polarized. We estimate that
the light maximally has an ellipticity of 20 %, which leads to a systematic uncertainty
of 20 % on the absoption cross section and on the measured numbers of atoms.

5.2

Loading the dipole trap
duration [ms]
MOT loading
’compressed’ MOT
’dark’ MOT
hold time
free evaporation
evaporation ramp 1
evaporation ramp 2
evaporation ramp 3

2500
100
150
10
40
400
4000
1000

total duration

8200

Table 5.1: Overview of the typical experimental cooling cycle.

With absorption imaging to probe the atomic cloud, we can start to investigate
the cooling cycle. It is divided into several stages, which are summarized in table 5.1
and will be discussed in detail in the following sections.
The loading process of the dipole trap from the MOT depends on various parameters and has been theoretically analyzed from different perspectives [O’Hara
et al., 2001, Kuppens et al., 2000]. In particular, the probability of an atom being
trapped in the potential, the volume of the dipole trap, the density of the MOT and
the atom flux into the dipole trap region determine the number of trapped atoms.
Atoms will be trapped in the reservoir if their total energy is lower than the evaporation threshold. Thus, optimal loading is achieved for a large and deep trap in
combination with a cold and dense MOT. The first two parameters are fixed as the
volume of the dipole trap is determined by the beam waists and the trap depth is
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then limited by the available laser power. Subsequently, it will be presented how
the MOT was tuned for an optimal transfer of atoms into the optical dipole trap.

5.2.1

The optimized loading sequence

The best MOT parameters for the Rydberg dipole trap loading were found by optimizing the number of atoms in the dipole trap after the loading process. To deduce
the number of atoms transferred into the dipole trap, the MOT was turned off after
the loading phase and the dipole trap was left on for an extra 50 ms. Within this
time, untrapped atoms fell out of the field of view of the CCD camera. The number
of atoms in the dipole trap could be deduced by fitting a Gaussian distribution to
the absorption images taken 3 ms after the dipole trap had also been turned off.
The reservoir beams and the dimple beam run on full power during the complete
loading time and are filled continuously. Due to its small beam waist, the dimple
volume is negligible compared to the reservoir volume. Thus, the dimple is of minor
importance for the transfer of the atoms from the MOT. It is filled in the subsequent
process in which the atoms from the reservoir thermalize into the dimple volume (see
chapter 4.1). In the actual experimental sequence, this process starts parallel to the
trap loading, which does not allow a complete differentiation of the loading from
the evaporation stage. However, in this section we will focus on the loading of the
reservoir only.
Loading of the MOT from the 2D MOT
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Figure 5.5: Number of atoms loaded into the reservoir trap measured for different
loading times of the 3D MOT.
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The optimized loading sequence consists of four phases. In the first of the four
phases, the MOT is loaded for 2.5 s from the 2D MOT. The cooling beams are
19 MHz detuned to the red from the 5S1/2 , F = 2 → 5P3/2 , F = 3 transition.
The magnetic field of the trapping potential has a gradient of 10.5 G/cm and the
zero point is shifted by small compensation fields of ∼ 1 G to all spatial directions
in order to achieve optimal loading from the 2D MOT. For loading times longer
than 2 s, the number of atoms in the dipole trap does not increase significantly, as
depicted in figure 5.5 whereas additional measurements show that the number of
atoms in the MOT still continues to rise. This indicates that for longer loading
times the size of the MOT increases but not the density.
The ’compressed’ MOT phase
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Figure 5.6: In the ’compressed’ MOT phase, the magnetic field gradient is increased. The graph shows the number of atoms transferred into the dipole trap for
different final values of the magnetic field.

In a following ’compressed’ MOT phase, the magnetic field gradient is ramped
from 10.5 G/cm to 13.5 G/cm in 100 ms. This increases the atomic density at the
centre of the MOT. Simultaneously, the cooling beams are slightly detuned from
19 MHz to 25 MHz, which further increases the density at the trap centre as it
reduces the residual heating from light scattering. The higher density increases the
number of atoms in the dipole trap volume. For very large gradients, the loaded
number of atoms decreases again as shown in figure 5.6. In this range, the MOT
volume becomes very narrow and possibly many atoms leave it before they have
scattered enough photons to be cooled below the trapping threshold of the dipole
trap. To keep the MOT at a constant position during the compression, the magnetic
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compensation fields are changed simultaneously. Despite these adjustments, the
MOT moves by several hundreds of µm during the compression phase. As the most
efficient loading is expected for the time after the compression, the position of the
dipole trap is adjusted to the compressed MOT.
The ’dark’ MOT phase
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Figure 5.7: The ’compressed’ phase is followed by a temporarily ’dark’ MOT phase,
in which the power in the repump beams is massively reduced from the initial value
of 140 µW. Simultaneously, the power in the cooling beams is reduced and they are
further detuned. The graph shows the number of atoms transferred into the dipole
trap for different values of the final repump power.

The compression is followed by a temporal ’dark’ MOT phase, during which
the repump power is drastically reduced from 140 µW to ≈ 0.5 µW in 150 ms. This
reduces the photon scattering rate and decreases the radiation pressure caused by
multiple scattering of photons, which limits the density of a laser-cooled sample. Additionally, the cooling power is reduced from 125 mW to 11 mW and the frequency of
the cooling beams is further detuned to 48 MHz. These adjustments result in a massive reduction of the population in the upper hyperfine ground state 5S1/2 , F = 2 .
A major part of the atoms is pumped into the 5S1/2 , F = 1 state, which reduces
the number of losses due to hyperfine changing collisions during the evaporation.
Figure 5.7 shows the transferred number of atoms for different final values of power
in the repump beams. The graph indicates that the optimum is reached when the
repump beam is effectively turned off.
After a last stage, in which the settings are held for 10 ms longer, the cooling laser
is turned off. The repump laser is turned off 2 ms earlier to pump the remaining
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atoms from the F = 2 hyperfine state into the F = 1 state. After a hold-time
of 40 ms, we typically observe 5 million atoms in the reservoir dipole trap with a
temperature of ≈ 50 µK.

5.2.2

Power dependence of the loaded number of atoms
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Figure 5.8: (a) Number of atoms in the crossing region after the loading versus the
power in the reservoir beam. (b) Temperature of the atoms trapped in the reservoir
after the loading versus the power in the reservoir.

To judge whether the trap depth of the reservoir is sufficient, the number of
atoms in the reservoir and the temperature of the trapped atoms were measured
for different powers of the reservoir beams. To determine the temperature and the
number of atoms of the atom cloud, the trap was turned off and absorption images of
the falling and expanding cloud were taken for different times of flight. The number
of atoms N and the width σ were deduced for each time of flight by a Gaussian
fit to the absorption image. A mean number of atoms was then calculated from
several pictures and the temperature of the cloud was deduced from the speed of
the ballistic expansion according to equation 2.7.
Figure 5.8 shows an approximately linear increase of the number of atoms and
the temperature as a function of the power of the dipole trap laser. For a power
lower than 2.5 W, the trap cannot hold the atoms against gravity. The fact that the
curves do not saturate indicates that there is a none-negligible fraction of fast atoms
in the MOT which cannot be trapped with the available laser power. This fraction
can be seen in figure 5.9, which shows the energy distribution of a thermalized ideal
gas at a temperature of 50 µK corresponding to the approximate MOT temperature.
The blue line marks the trap depth U0 = 70 µK. It can be concluded that a higher
laser power would increase the number of atoms in the reservoir trap.
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Figure 5.9: Distribution of the particle energies for a thermalized ideal classical
gas with T =50 µK. The blue line marks the evaporation threshold of the reservoir
dipole trap.

5.2.3

Beam waist dependence of the loaded number of atoms

As the laser power in our experiment is limited, the only way to increase the trap
depth would be to decrease the beam waists. However, decreasing the beam waists
also reduces the trapping volume. To investigate the relation between the loaded
number of atoms and the reservoir beam waist, the trapped number of atoms was
estimated within a simple model with the following assumptions: For the MOT, we
assume that the kinetic energy of the atomic cloud is Maxwell-Boltzmann distributed
with a temperature of T≈ 50 µK. Additionally, the density distribution in the MOT
is approximated by a constant n0 , which is justified for our MOT within a large
region. The dipole trap potential is approximated by a box potential of height U0
with volume V = π 2 w02 z0 , where w0 is the waist of the reservoir beams and z0 the
length of the crossing region. As the extension of the compressed MOT (≈ 0.5 mm) is
smaller than the length of the crossing region (≈ 3mm), the overlap volume of MOT
and dipole trap scales as VO ∼ w02 with the beam waist. Furthermore, we simplify
the problem by assuming that the reservoir dipole trap is turned on suddenly and all
atoms with a total energy E = Ekin + Epot smaller than the evaporation threshold
U0 will be trapped in the reservoir dipole trap. Thus, the number of trapped atoms
is given by
Z U0 √
(5.4)
N = n0 V O
c E exp(−E/kB T )dE ,
0

where n0 VO is the total number of atoms inside the overlap volume at MOT density
√
√
n0 , c = 2/(kB T )3/2 π is the normalization constant and E is the density of state
in the dipole trap volume. Solving the integral leads to
N = n0 V O

Erf

"r

U0
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#
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−√
π
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exp(−U0 /kB T )
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Assuming a harmonic potential for the reservoir trap, the trap depth U0 scales with
w0−2 according to equation 3.23. Increasing the waist would reduce the fraction
of trapped atoms in a fixed volume but on the other hand would provide a larger
trapping volume VO ∼ w02 z0 , where z0 is assumed constant. Figure 5.10 shows
how the trapped number of atoms N scales with the beam waist w0 for a MOT
temperature of 50 µK and a reservoir power of 21.5 W. The graph shows a maximum
for a waist of 147 µm, which is slightly bigger than the actual beam waist of 120 µm.
The model indicates that if changing the beam waist, it should be increased rather
than decreased in order to improve the loading. However, it has to be noted that this
simple model does not treat the complete physics involved in the loading process.
For instance, it completely neglects the dynamic diffusion process into the dipole
trap during the loading or the fact that the potential also has to hold the atoms
against gravity.
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Figure 5.10: The estimated number of trapped atoms as a function of the beam
waist of the reservoir beams for TM OT = 50 µK and a fixed reservoir power of
21.5 W.

5.3
5.3.1

Evaporative cooling
The optimized evaporation sequence

After the loading from the MOT and 40 ms of free evaporation, the evaporation
threshold U0 is lowered by decreasing the reservoir and the dimple beam power.
The beam powers are reduced by adjusting the experimental control voltages that
determine the deflection efficiencies of the AOMs (see chapter 4.2.5). To optimize
the performance, three evaporation stages were implemented and the duration and
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final power of each ramp was adjusted for a maximal number of atoms in the dipole
trap after the final ramp. We achieve optimal results for a combination of exponential ramps with two different rates 1/U0 dU0 /dt, which are shown in figure 5.11.
First, a fast ramp reduces the reservoir power from 21.5 W to 3.9 W and the dimple
power from 2 W to 0.38 W in 400 ms. In a second slower phase of 4 s duration, the
reservoir power is slightly lowered to 1.12 W whereas the dimple power is decreased
by more than one order of magnitude to 25 mW. A third exponential ramp with
approximately the same rate as the second one reduces the reservoir and dimple
power to their final values of 815 mW and 14 mW in 1 s. The dimple power after the
third ramp can be used to adjust the final state of the cloud. The evaporation ramp
characterized in the following paragraph ends with a thermal cloud just above the
transition point to BEC.
We interpret the optimal ramp in the following way: As the re-thermalization
time slows down during the forced evaporation due to the reduction of the collision
rate (see equation 3.32), it is favourable to lower the trap depth at decreasing velocity
dU0 /dt to keep the evaporation efficiency constant. This can be realized by an
exponential reduction ramp.
It is worth mentioning that the reservoir power is only reduced by a total factor
of 26 during the complete evaporative cooling stage and by a factor of ≈ 5 during the
last two phases whereas the dimple power is reduced by two orders of magnitude.
The presence of a strong reservoir beam is necessary to provide a high confinement
along the weak axis of the dimple throughout the evaporation process.

5.3.2

Calibration of the trap frequencies

In the following part of this chapter, the performance of the dipole trap during the
evaporative cooling cycle will be analyzed. For quantitative measurement of the
particle density, the trapping frequencies of the dipole trap have to be known. As
mentioned before, the frequencies for different beam powers can be calculated from
the full expression for the trapping potential, if the trap geometry is known (see
equation 4.2). To calibrate the exact trap geometry, several trapping frequencies
were measured for fixed beam powers. For the potential of a single Gaussian beam,
√
the trapping frequencies simply scale with P , but for the combined trap of the
reservoir and the dimple trap the relation is more complicated.
Two collective modes, the dipole mode and the compression mode were excited
in order to measure the frequencies (see figure 5.12) of the atom cloud. Dipole modes
can be excited by a displacement of the centre of mass of the cloud. The atomic
cloud will then oscillate in the trap, with the trapping frequency corresponding to
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Figure 5.11: Evolution of the power during the forced evaporation phase for the
dimple trap (a) and the reservoir trap (b). The values are deduced from the experimental control values using the calibration curves given in chapter 4.2.5. Note
that during the complete evaporation time the reservoir power is only decreased by
a factor 26 whereas the dimple power is reduced by two orders of magnitude. The
continuous confinement by the reservoir provides high collision rates throughout the
evaporation process. The dimple power after the third ramp is used to adjust the
final state of the gas.

dipole mode

compression mode

Figure 5.12: Schematic drawing of a dipole oscillation and a compression mode in
a Gaussian potential.
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Figure 5.13: Example for an excitation of a compression mode of a cold atom
cloud. The figures a-h show the cloud at different oscillation times. The colour bar
depicts the optical density.

the direction of the displacement. Compression modes can be excited via a sudden
change of the trapping frequencies. Figure 5.13 exemplarily depicts a thermal cloud
with oscillating widthi . For a non-interacting gas, the width of the atom cloud will
oscillate at twice the trapping frequency whereas for gases in the hydrodynamic
regime (1/Γel ≫ ftrap ) or BECs the relation between the frequency of the compression mode and the trap frequencies is more complicated [L.Pitaevskii and Stringari,
2003]. Therefore the measurements of the trap frequencies were performed with a
thermal cloud. After the excitation, the cloud was allowed to oscillate for a given
time tosci before the trap was turned off completely and absorption images of the
cloud were taken after 10 ms of time of flight. The images allow to calculate the
two-dimensional density distribution integrated along the direction of propagation
of the imaging beam. The position of the cloud centre X0 and Z0 and the size
of the cloud σX and σZ are deduced from a Gaussian fit to the measured density
distribution.
The combined potential of reservoir and dimple has approximately cylindrical
symmetry, as indicated in figure 5.4. Three measurements were done to determine
the radial frequency (z direction) of the dimple and the axial frequencies (x direction) of the dimple and the combined trap. The beam powers were 415 mW and
465 mW for the two reservoir beams and 31.5 mW for the dimple beam during these
measurements. In a fourth measurement, the radial frequency of the reservoir beam
was determined for 678 mW and 780 mW in the reservoir beam.
i

Other possible excitations of ultracold atomic gases are e.g. Bogoliubov excitations or Solitons
[L.Pitaevskii and Stringari, 2003, Schmidt, 2011].
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Measurement of the trap frequencies
To measure the radial trap frequency of the dimple trap, it was turned off for 0.5 ms
and then switched on again. During this time the atom cloud fell under gravity and
expanded, which excited both, a dipole and a compression mode. The expansion
occurred mostly in radial direction as the axial confinement was still provided by
the continuous presence of the reservoir beams. Figure 5.14(a) shows the fitted
cloud width in vertical direction for different hold times after the recapture. The
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Figure 5.14: (a) Measurement of the evolution of the vertical width with time
for the determination of the radial dimple frequency. The width oscillates due to a
short release of the dimple potential with twice the radial frequency of the dimple
f = 648+6
−8 Hz. The squares show the measured values and the solid line shows the
fit. (b) Measurements of the axial width of the atom cloud after a short release
and recapture sequence of the reservoir for the determination of the axial frequency
of the combined trap. The squares show the measured values and the red, solid
line shows the fit. The fitted frequency is f = 85+2
−4 Hz, which is twice the axial
frequency of the combined trap of dimple and reservoir.

measurements show a sinusoidal oscillation with a frequency of f = 648+6
−8 Hz. This
+3
leads to a radial frequency of fdimp,rad = 324−4 Hz. A similar measurement with no
reservoir trap during the oscillation time produced the same results within the error
ranges, which confirms that the radial frequency of the combined trap is mainly
determined by the dimple beam.
In the second measurement, the reservoir was turned off for 3 ms and turned back
on to generate an oscillation in the axial direction with the combined frequency of
reservoir and dimple. The axial width was observed to oscillate with a frequency
of f = 85+2
−4 Hz, depicted in figure 5.14(b), which led to an axial frequency of the
combined trap of fcomb,ax = 42.5+1
−2 Hz.
The axial measurement of the dimple alone was made by turning off the reservoir
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completely. The absorption images show that this not only causes oscillations of the
expansion along the axial direction of the dimple but also oscillations of the cloud
in the axial and the vertical direction. It can be concluded from this observation
that the minimum of the dimple potential is displaced slightly in both directions
with respect to the centre of the reservoir. This measurement can also be used to
confirm the factor 2 between the frequency of the dipole and the compression mode.
The measurements lead to a frequency of f = 15.6+0.2
−0.3 Hz for the compression mode
+0.1
and f = 7.6−0.1 Hz for the dipole mode (see figure 5.15), which confirms the factor 2
within error bars, and result in an axial trapping frequency of fdimp,ax = 7.7+0.1
−0.1 Hz
for the dimple alone.
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Figure 5.15: (a) Oscillation of the width of the atomic cloud along the axial
direction of the dimple after releasing the reservoir. (b) Movement of the centre of
mass of the atom cloud in axial direction of the dimple after releasing the reservoir.
The squares show the measured data points and the red, solid lines show the fits
+0.1
with frequencies f = 15.6+0.2
−0.3 Hz (a) and f = 7.6−0.1 Hz (b).

Finally in order to get a complete picture of the potential, the radial frequency
of the reservoir beams was measured. To enable this, a cold cloud was prepared by
evaporative cooling in the reservoir without the dimple beam. As in the previous
measurements, the radial frequency of this trap was then deduced from a dipole
mode (see figure 5.16) which was excited via a short (0.8 ms) release and recapture
sequence. The frequency was measured to fres,rad = 81+1.5
−1.4 Hz for a power of 678 mW
and 780 mW in the two reservoir beams.
Inference of the trap shape
The measurements of the trapping frequencies provide information about the exact
geometry of the dipole trap. The radial reservoir frequency is preliminary determined
by the waist of the reservoir beams. Two Gaussian beams with a minimal waist ω0
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Figure 5.16: Vertical position of the centre of mass of a cold cloud in the reservoir
for different oscillation times after a short release and recapture sequence of the
reservoir beams. The squares show the measured values and the red solid line shows
the fit. The fit amounts to a value of fres,rad = 81+1.5
−1.4 Hz for the radial frequency
of the reservoir.

of 120 µm which are focused on the crossing lead to a radial trapping frequency of
81.3 Hz. These calculations match well with the measured values.
The measurements of the dimple frequencies differ from what we expected from
a simple model of the trap potential. Assuming a Gaussian beam, perfect lenses
and the beam path depicted in figure 4.15, the waist of the dimple beam at the
focus ought to be 18.1 µm. This would lead to an axial trapping frequency of 7 Hz in
good accordance with the measured value of 7.7 Hz. However, to be consistent with
the measured radial trapping frequency of 324 Hz, the beam width should rather be
23.1 µm. Our explanation for this is that the ’ideal’ focus is extended, as the beam
on the last lens is very large and the focus smears out due to spherical aberrations.
An approximation for the spot broadening is given by [CVI,Optics Tutorial]
broadening of spot due to spherical aberrations =

0.067f
,
f /#3

(5.5)

where f is the focal length of the beam and f /# is the f-number of the beam which
is related to the divergence θ of the beam via
1
.
(5.6)
2 sin θ
For the dimple parameters, this results in a spot broadening of 12 µm. We deduce
an estimate for the extended waist at the focus by convolving the ideal Gaussian
profile of the beam with a Gaussian profile reflecting the effect of aberrations with
p
width 12 µm. This leads to an extended waist of 17.1 µm2 + 12 µm2 ≈ 21 µm,
which is close to the inferred value of 23 µm and confirms that spherical aberrations
most likely cause the enlargement of the focus.
f /# =
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The shape of this beam deviates from the shape of a Gaussian beam described
by equation 3.21. However, the beam can be approximated by a Gaussian beam
with modified properties. The propagation of the waist changes to
s
 2 2
M λz
w(z) = ω0 1 +
,
(5.7)
πw02
where the dimensionless parameter M 2 is a measure for the deviation from the
Gaussian shape. A pure Gaussian beam has an M 2 of 1.0. The dimple beam behind
the last lens can be described by a M 2 of 2.3 and a minimal waist of 23.1 µm, which
leads to calculated trapping frequencies of ω/2π =323.5 Hz and 7.7 Hz.
Assuming a simple sum of the three Gaussian beams with different angles as
described in chapter 4.1, these beam parameters lead to 329 Hz and 44.7 Hz for the
calculated trapping frequencies of the combined trap in good agreement with the
measured frequencies 324 Hz and 42.5 Hz. As all measured frequencies could be
reproduced with less than 5% deviation with this model, we will use this model for
further quantitative analysis of the evaporation process.

Characterization of the evaporation ramp
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Figure 5.17: Evolution of the dimple power during the evaporation. At the points
A-G, the evaporation process is interrupted. Temperature and number of atoms in
the dimple trap are measured in order to characterize the cooling process.

To characterize the evaporative cooling, the process was interrupted at several
points and the atomic cloud was investigated. The seven interruption points are
marked in figure 5.17, which again shows the evolution of the dimple power during the evaporation. To measure the number of atoms and the temperature, the
experiment is repeated for different times of flight.
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Figure 5.18: The absorption images A-G show the two-dimensional particle density
integrated along the axis of the imaging beam (see figure 5.4) after 2 ms time of flight
for different points during the evaporation. Below each picture the one-dimensional
density distributions additionally integrated along the vertical axis are depicted.
The cloud becomes significantly narrower with proceeding evaporation time. In
the first three pictures, the cloud is distributed over the dimple and the reservoir
volume. Later the atoms populate the dimple volume only.
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Figure 5.18 shows absorption images taken 2 ms after the trap has been turned
off and the particle density integrated along the vertical axis. We see that in the
beginning of the evaporation process a non-negligible number of atoms still occupy
the reservoir region. To take that into account, we describe the system using a twocomponent model. In particular, we describe the atomic cloud as two expanding
atomic clouds with Gaussian density distributions and two different temperatures.
For simplicity, we neglect the dynamic loading process of the dimple from the reservoir and assume thermal equilibrium within each cloud but not among the clouds.
This assumption is appropriate for the atoms in the dimple, where the elastic collision rate is high, whereas almost no collisions are expected in the reservoir trap.
Furthermore, we assume that both clouds mostly populate the bottom of the dimple
and the reservoir, so that we can apply a harmonic approximation for the trapping
potential. Under these assumptions, the number of atoms in the dimple and their
temperature were deduced by fitting the sum of two two-dimensional expanding
Gaussian distributions to the absorption images of different times of flight.
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Figure 5.19: Temperature of the atomic cloud in the dimple versus the number
of atoms in the dimple for different times (A-G) during the evaporation. The black
squares depict the measured data points and the red solid line shows a fit to the
values B-G, which is given by Ṫ /T = (2.25 ± 0.31) Ṅ /N . The error bars show the
statistical error of N combined with the systematic error; which is caused by the
uncertainty in the absorption cross section of the imaging light. The statistical error
of 2.5 % in T is smaller than the extension of the marker.

Figure 5.19 shows how the temperature in the dimple evolves with decreasing
number of atoms. The picture reveals that the temperature drops by a factor of
≈ 100 when one magnitude of atoms emerges from the dimple. The reduction of
the temperature can be characterized by Ṫ /T = (2.25 ± 0.31) Ṅ /N . Note that
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the systematic uncertainty in the light scattering cross section (≈ 20 %) leads to
a equally large systematic uncertainty in the number of atoms as it scales linearly
with the absorption cross section. In addition we observed a statistical fluctuation
in the number of atoms of ≈ 10% and in the temperature of ≈ 2.5%.
Evolution of the peak phase-space density
Knowledge of temperature and the number of atoms allows us to calculate further
properties of the cloud. For instance, the elastic collision rate at the trap centre γel
or the peak phase-space density ρ can be deduced. The latter is the main parameter
of interest for the evaporative cooling process. It has to approach 1 in order to
achieve Bose-Einstein condensation. The peak phase-space density is given by the
product of the peak spatial density n0 and the cube of the de Broglie wavelength
p
λdB = 2π~2 /mkB T (see equation 2.17). We assume an approximately harmonic
potential to deduce the peak spatial density n0 = N ω(m/2kB T h)3/2 from the measured temperatures and numbers of atoms in the dimple trap and the geometrical
mean of the calculated trapping frequencies ω. This approximation holds for a
thermalized gas with a temperature much lower than the trap depth.
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Figure 5.20: The peak phase-space density ρ0 , which was calculated from the
number of atoms, the temperature and the trap frequencies, is plotted against the
number of atoms. Note the double logarithmic scale of the plot. The black squares
A-G show how the peak phase-space density in the dimple evolves during the three
evaporation ramps. The red solid line shows a power law fit to point B-G. The
blue point, labelled with R, depicts the peak phase space density in the reservoir
alone for comparison to point A. The horizontal error bars show the statistical and
systematic error of N . The vertical error bars show the uncertainty in ρ0 which
results from the statistical uncertainties in N and T and the systematic error in N .
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Figure 5.20 shows the peak-phase space density as a function of of the number
of atoms. The black squares (A-G) depict the peak-phase space density in the
dimple trap during the evaporation ramp and correspondingly for decreasing trap
frequencies. For comparison, the blue circle (R) shows the peak phase-space density
in the reservoir trap at a beam power of 21.5 W. This value was calculated from the
trap properties measured in chapter 5.2.2 under the approximation of a harmonic
trapping potential. The uncertainty in the phase space density due to statistical
fluctuations and the systematic uncertainty in N is ≈ 30 %. However, we know that
the last measurement was taken just above the transition point to BEC. At this
point we expect ρ0 to be 1, which is approximately reproduced by the fitted value.
The graph depicts an increase of two orders of magnitude when the dimple trap is
added to the reservoir trap. According to our fits, the peak phase-space density
diminishes at the beginning of the evaporation ramp. We assume that this is caused
by an overestimation of the earliest peak spatial density, since at that point the
cloud might not have settled down to the bottom of the dimple yet, so that the
harmonic approximation is not applicable.
For later times, the graph shows an increase of the peak phase-space density with
decreasing number of atoms at constant cooling efficiency γev = −ln(ρ/ ρ′0 )/ln(N ′ /N ).
The critical phase-space density of 1 is reached with 100,000 atoms in the dipole trap.
A fit, which is shown as red solid line in the graph, amounts to a value of 3.25 ± 0.26
for the cooling efficiency γev of the evaporation ramp. Comparing the evolution of
the peak-phase space density to equation 3.30, leads to a ratio of η = 5.75 between
the trap depth U0 and the thermal energy kB T of the atom cloud during most of
the evaporation.
Evolution of the elastic collision rate
Figure 5.21 compares the evolution of the elastic collision rate at the trap centre
Γel = n0 σhvi with the peak-phase space density ρ0 . Again, the first data point
has an unexpectedly high value, as discussed above. The plot shows that during
the complete evaporation ramp, ρ0 increases by three orders of magnitude whereas
the collision rate only decreases by a factor of 10. We can compare this to the
case of evaporative cooling in a single focused laser beam by using the scaling laws
presented in chapter 3.3.2. For evaporative cooling in such a trap at the same cooling
efficiency γev , the collision rate in expected to decrease by a factor of 22 in order to
reach the same increase of a factor 1000 in the peak phase-space density ρ0 . Thus,
when starting from the same initial collision rates, our trap provides a faster cooling
cycle.
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Figure 5.21: Evolution of the peak phase-space density ρ0 as a function of elastic
collision rate Γel = n0 σhvi at the trap centre. The black squares A-G show the
values in the dimple for different times during the evaporation ramp. The blue
circle R is the value for ρ0 in the reservoir alone at 21.5 W in the reservoir beams,
which is shown for comparison. The error bars show the statistical error resulting
from the uncertainties in N and T combined with the systematic error which results
from the uncertainty in N.

Losses from three-body collisions
Due to the high atomic densities in the dimple, three-body collisions are often a
limiting factor for high numbers of atoms in these traps. Eventually, three atoms
come together, two bind to form a molecule and the large binding energy turns into
kinetic energy of the third particle and the molecule, so that all three particles are
lost from the trap. This can also heat up the sample. For a classical thermalized
atom cloud in a harmonic potential, the three-body collision rate is given by [Söding
et al., 1999, Weber et al., 2003]

3
m/ω 2
3 2
Ṅ3coll = −L3coll N √
,
(5.8)
3 2πkB T
where L3coll is 1.8×10−29 cm6 /s [Söding et al., 1999] for 87 Rubidium. In figure 5.22,
the three-body collision rates calculated under the assumption of a harmonic potential, as described above, are plotted and compared to the elastic collision rate.
Throughout the evaporation process, the elastic collision rate is approximately three
orders of magnitude larger than the three-body collision rate. In our case, the latter
can be neglected during the evaporation.
However, we note that a longer evaporation time reduces the number of atoms
in the condensate. As the three-body collision rates are small and the intensity of
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Figure 5.22: Elastic collision rate (black squares) at the trap centre and threebody collision rate (blue circles) in the dimple calculated under the assumption of a
harmonic potential versus the number of atoms in reservoir and dimple. The error
bars show the statistical errors combined with the systematic errors, which result
from the uncertainty in the absorption cross section of the imaging light. The 20 %
uncertainty in Γel , is smaller than the size of the marker.

the laser is not stabilized, we suspect that laser-noise induced heating is a limiting
factor for the maximal number of atoms in the condensate and for the lifetime of
the condensate. A further source of heating might be the scattering of photons from
stray light which enters the vacuum chamber.

5.4

Observation of Bose-Einstein condensation

To achieve Bose-Einstein condensation, the trap depth is decreased further by reducing the final power of the dimple trap. At a trap depth of approximately 700 µK,
the cloud crosses the transition to a Bose-Einstein condensate. The critical temperature for our trap is 260 nK. The trap typically holds 1×105 atoms at this point. A
further reduction of the power leads to a pure condensate with more than 20,000
atoms. The best number achieved up to now was 2 million atoms at the transition
point and 60,000 atoms in a 70% pure condensate. The evaporation ramp characterized above takes 5.44 s, which leads to a complete cycle time of 8.2 s. The shortest
observed cycle time which still produced a BEC was slightly below 5 s. The latter
was possible, because the MOT loading time was strongly reduced.
Figure 5.23 shows absorption images of atomic clouds for three different final
trap depths ( 740 µK, 52 µK, <1µK) taken after 22 ms time of flight and the density
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Figure 5.23: Upper row: Absorption images of a thermal cloud and two partially
condensed clouds with different condensed fractions. The colour bar deptics the optical density. Lower row: Density distributions of the clouds at the trap centre along
the horizontal direction (black line). A Gaussian is fit to the first distribution (blue
line). The second and third picture clearly show the bimodal structure characterizing a partially condensed cloud. A Gaussian is fit to the wings of the distribution
(blue solid line) and a Thomas Fermi distribution is fitted to the condensed peak
(red dotted line).
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distribution along the horizontal axis at the centre of the cloud. The first picture
shows a thermal cloud which is characterized by a broad Gaussian distribution. In
the second picture, the characteristic bimodal density distribution of a partially
condensed cloud can be seen (see chapter 2). The thermal fraction is fitted by a
Gaussian distribution whereas the peak in the trap centre belongs to the condensed
fraction and is fitted by an inverted parabola corresponding to a Thomas Fermi distribution. The absorption image also shows the anisotropic shape of the condensed
fraction. The last picture depicts an atomic cloud with 70% condensate fraction.
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Figure 5.24: Separation of the atomic cloud into three subclouds referring to the
three magnetic substates of the F = 1 hyperfine state. The clouds are separated by
switching on a magnetic field gradient after the atoms have been released from the
dipole trap. The colour bar shows the optical density.

At the end of the MOT phase the Rubidium atoms are pumped into the F = 1
hyperfine state. As we do not prepare the Rubidium atoms in a single magnetic
substate mF , the BEC will consist of three components. In order to measure the
distribution of the atoms on the magnetic substates, a Stern-Gerlach experiment
was performed. A magnetic field gradient of 40 G/cm was applied to a thermal
cloud just above the transition point after the dipole trap had been turned off. This
splits the atomic cloud into three parts with different magnetic quantum numbers
mF during 15 ms time of flight. Figure 5.24 shows that the sample is an imbalanced
mixture of all three magnetic substates (50 %, 30 %, 20 %). The deviation from an
equal distribution might be due to imbalances in the MOT, which cause optical
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pumping during the loading of the dipole trap. Another reason might be that a
small magnetic field gradient during the evaporation leads to a slightly different
trapping potential. As the potential would then depend on the magnetic substate
of the atom, this might lead to different numbers of trapped atoms.
After the creation of the first BEC, several changes of the experimental setup
were carried out (implementation of compensation fields, optimization of the 3D
MOT with respect to the 2D MOT, realignment of the dipole trap). After each
change, the BEC could be brought back within a couple of days with comparable
numbers of atoms, which shows that the experimental setup is very robust.
In summary, with the new Rydberg apparatus we are able to produce 87 Rubidium
BECs by all-optical means. In order to achieve this, a cloud of Rubidium atoms,
which have been pre-cooled in a 2D MOT module is laser-cooled in a 3D MOT. Five
million atoms are usually transferred from there into an optical dipole trap, where
the atom cloud is further cooled by evaporative cooling, with a cooling efficiency
of γev of 3.25 ± 0.26. At TC = 260 nK the cloud crosses the transition to BoseEinstein condensation with 100,000 atoms in the trap. When cooling down further,
we can generate pure condensates of more than 20,000 atoms every 8.2 s. With the
possibility to generate Bose-Einstein condensates, the setup is now ready to start
experiments on interacting Rydberg atoms.

Chapter 6
Conclusion and Outlook
This thesis reported on the development, realization and performance of the dipole
trap for the new Rydberg experiment. The special feature of this dipole trap is its
elaborated geometry. Two wide beams of 120 µm cross under a small angle of ≈ 5◦
and form a shallow reservoir in which we can load up to 5 million atoms from a
3D MOT. Subsequently, the atoms thermalize into a tightly-focused dimple beam
(w0 = 23.1 µm) which provides the high confinement necessary for effective evaporative cooling. After reducing the power of the reservoir and the dimple beam
exponentially for 5.4 s, the gas crosses the transition point to Bose-Einstein condensation with typically 100,000 atoms. We observed the characteristic bimodal
momentum distribution of a partially-condensed gas and the anisotropic expansion
of the condensed fraction. At the transition point, the atom cloud has a temperature
of TC =260 nK. A further reduction of the dimple power leads to pure condensates
of more than 20,000 atoms, which can be produced within 8.2 s. The shortest BEC
cycle realized so far had a total cycle time of ≈ 5 s and the maximum number of
atoms at the transition point is 200,000 atoms.
During the optimization of the dipole trap performance, we identified several
critical parameters. We saw that the magnetic field gradient, the repump beam
power and the dipole trap power play a crucial role for an efficient loading of the
trap and that the power in the reservoir trap is an essential parameter during the
subsequent evaporation phase.
Firstly, we noted that the number of atoms transferred from the MOT into the
dipole trap can be increased by a factor of 5, when implementing a ’compressed’
MOT phase during the loading of the dipole trap. At that step the magnetic field
gradient is raised from 10.5 G/cm to 13.4 G/cm , which increases the spatial density
at the centre of the MOT.
We also observed that by reducing the power in the repump beams from 140 µW
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to ≈ 0.5 µW in a ’dark’ MOT phase during the loading of the dipole trap, the loaded
number of atoms could be increased by almost the factor 3. The reduction of the
cooling power lowers the radiation pressure, which is caused by multiple scattering
of photons and limits the density in the centre of the MOT. In addition, it reduces
the atom losses due to light-assisted spin changing collisions during the evaporation
as less atoms populate the upper hyperfine state.
Thirdly, a measurement of the number of atoms in the dipole trap for several
reservoir beam powers indicated that the number of loaded atoms can still be increased with higher power. In a future setup this could be achieved e.g. by using
only one reservoir beam which is sent twice through the vacuum chamber instead
of splitting the beam. As the overall beam power in the current setup is technically limited, we estimated, how the number of atoms which are transferred into
the dipole trap depends on the beam waist of the reservoir beams. This led to the
conclusion that for a given beam power and a given MOT temperature the chosen
width of 120 µm is in the optimal range.
The fourth parameter is related to the scaling of the elastic collision cross section
with decreasing trap depth during the evaporation. The trap beams are arranged in
such a way that the confinement along the weak axis of the dimple beam is strongly
enhanced by the presence of the reservoir beams. This crossed alignment provides a
favourable scaling of the elastic collision rate. In the optimized evaporation ramp,
the dimple power is reduced by a factor of 140 whereas the power in the reservoir
beams is reduced only by a factor of 26, so that the confinement along the weak axis
of the dimple axis stays strong. This permits high elastic collision rates throughout
the evaporation process, which leads to fast re-thermalization of the atomic cloud.
We measured that the elastic collision rate decreases only by a factor of 10 during
the complete evaporation process whereas it would be reduced by a factor of 22 in
a single Gaussian beam trap operating at a similar ratio η = U0 /kB T .
Finally, limitations of the setup were also observed. We noted that longer evaporation times lead to less atoms in the condensate. As the three-body collision rate
is small at all times during the evaporation, we expect that the number of atoms
is limited by intensity fluctuations of the laser power or by photon scattering of
stray light. Therefore and in order to diminish long term drifts of the trap depth,
the intensity lock, which has already partially been set up in this thesis, should be
finished and implemented to further improve the performance of the dipole trap.
In parallel to the optimization of the cooling cycle, the new Rydberg detector
[Mueller, 2010] was taken into operation. It is mounted inside the main vacuum
chamber and consists of several electrodes which create electric fields to manipulate
the Rydberg-Rydberg interactions and to ionize the Rydberg atoms. Further main
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constituents are a channeltron and a multi-channeltron (MCP) to detect the ions.
First ions generated by a LED from the MOT were successfully detected by these
elements.
1.5
200 µm

1
0.5
0
Figure 6.1: Absorption image taken during first EIT experiment in the dipole trap.
The atoms in the middle of the cloud which are coupled to the Rydberg state 28D
under EIT conditions are transparent for the imaging light. The colourbar shows
the optical density.

In addition, the first Rydberg excitation could already be observed in an EIT
experiment. The ground state atoms were coupled to a Rydberg state via an intermediate level with a red (780 nm) and a blue (480 nm) excitation laser. Under certain
conditions for the laser frequencies and intensities, most of the atoms are pumped
into a ’dark’ state which does not couple to the red excitation light any more [Fleischhauer et al., 2005, Schempp, 2009]. When performing absorption imaging on the
same red transition, these atoms are transparent. This could be successfully observed in the MOT and in the dipole trap. An absorption image of the first EIT
experiment in the dipole trap is shown in figure 6.1.
The EIT mechanism will be used for the imaging scheme proposed by the group
[Günter et al., 2011]. In the presence of a Rydberg atom in a different electronic
state, the strong Rydberg-Rydberg interactions break the narrow EIT condition for
close-by atoms. Calculations show that the range of this effect is several micrometers, which can be resolved by a CCD camera. Hence, single Rydberg atoms will
become detectable by absorption imaging. Currently the group is preparing a first
experiment to image individual Rydberg atoms.
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